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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 15,1916._
month* In New York state. She was acI
LOCAL AFFAIRS. companied
the trip home by Mr. and

'lsb«ru«cmrnti.

on

Mn. Albert Rlgali and son Anthony, and
John Kigali, who will remain here for a
short visit.

ADVERTISEMENT!* THIS WEEK

NSW

The Davis Theatre
Exec notice—Charles C Burrill
Admr notice—Thomas M Stanley
**
—Ida H Gray
In bankruptcy—Harvey F Ray
Notice of foreclose re- Lauretta W

WHAT A SATISFACTION
it is to know that your valuables are Absolutely Secure—it relieves you of all
worry.

j
j

Put them in
Vault.
Safe

Fire and

our

Burglar

Proof

Deposit Boxes for rent.
$3.00 and up per year.

Amntnmnts.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
%V

BLLSWOBTB POSTOFFICB.

In

££ DAVIS

Week

in

an

an

tOaad

a

Closes for

m.

IN

ELLSWORTH.

midnight.]

at

Weather
condition*

Temperature
4am

Wed
89Tbura 36
Frl
M—
Sat
43
Suu
22—
Mon
32—
Tues 28—

12 m
62—
66—
61—
60—
8'—

fifteen

—

No advance unices specially advertised.

a&bcrUsrmtntB.

twenty years his home had been
in Ellsworth or Lamoine. For ten years
he was in the employ of A. W. Ellis at
Ellsworth Falls, and for a few years he
ran a small store on State
street. His
wife died six years ago at Lamoine. He
leaves one son, Fred P. Phillips, of North
Lamoine.

Preclp-

itatiou

forenoon afternoon
cloudy,fair fair
fair
fair
fair
cloudy
fair
clear
fair
fair

organization

C. A. Hanscom and wife left yesterday
for their winter home in Baltimore.

BURN

There will be

a

Baptist

social at the

ves-

OTTOCOKE

at

degree to-morrow evening.

an aged lady residing
Beechlaud, fell Saturday and broke her

Books,

Mrs. Amos

hip.

25c

a

T. Goodwin, telephone opspendiug two weeks’ vacation in

Miss Bath

AND SAVE MONEY

erator, is
Bostou.

have

Mu

phy,

who

weeks with his brothers

C. W. GRINDAL’S
or

TRY A BASKET.

/

a

Michigan,

which

Cunningham had bis right arm
broken at the wrist last week, while
craukiog an automobile.
company

give

will

hall

Campbell.
on

grand jury

States district oeurt
land December 12.

to

at

drawn to

the

convene

United
Port-

in

fire was turned in Saturday
forenoon tor a burning chimney at the
An alarm of

ANNOUNCEMENT

small

1 with to announce to my many patrons and triends that I have
hours of
resumed my usual duties at my office. During the usual
the day I shall he pleased to meet my patrons and friends. 1 also
I
wish to advise all of those interested in insurance matters that
within the
am prepared to personally inspect properties located
Estimates and information on insurance cheerfully
county.
1
given. Now that 1 have fully recovered from my recent illness,
and
wish to thank the many patrons for their continued favors
for the
kind words which they have spoken in my behalf.
many

M. E. HOLMES

Agancy for Honest Insurance
Stats Strsst

Home-Made Candy
-AT-

■llsworth,

8TORAGE OF

Automobiles

Kisses, Fudges.

»■«*

Carriages

For the Season

R. H. Smith’s
P««nut Brittle, Bangor Taffy,

Mains

■t «k«

near

house

occupied by Henry Mayo,

the railroad.

There will be

a

No damage was done.
regular meeting of Irene

Mrs.
chapter, O. E. B-, Friday evening.
Josie E. Mathews, of Pittsfield, district
deputy grand matron, will pay an official
visit of inspection.

McFarland, w'ho has been
seriously ill, had suffictestly recovered to
leave Saturday with her daughter, Mrs.
Harry E. Walker, to spend the winter with
her in Exeter, N. H.
Alexander, who baa been
I1 Mrs. O.berM.eons
Herbert, at Hartford,
visiting
Coon., and Charles, at Auburn, will spend
a lew days in Ellsworth before returning
Mrs. Emma

to ber home in

There

will be short

by George N. Worden, county
agent, and Roy C. Haines, who
organized the brotherhood here. Supt. of
Schools W. H. Patten will preside at the

be

1

Calais.

Mrs. Alma it. Wbittemore and her nieoe,
Mias Elisabeth Silaby, who have apent the
summer at the Richards homestead on
Bridge hill, have gone to Cambridge,
Mats., to spend the winter.

public

The

meeting.
the

meeting,
charged.

to

is invited

which

no

to attend

will
Brotherhood
membership of

admission

Junior

The

organized here now has a
twenty. The order has a ritual and three
degrees. If the experiment here proves

successful, plans

are on

brotherhood

a

auxiliary

one

orders.
the

kindness.

farm

The senior class of the high school will
the play, “West of Omaha,” at
Hancock hall Friday evening, Nov. 24.

serve

of the order of the

addresses

present

Charles L Morang has been

principles

Brotherhood— friendship, truth,

obedience,

Thanks-

Mrs. E. K. Hopkins left to-day
for Island Falls to remain until after the
holidays with their daughter, Mrs. SethT.

saving man is the thrifty
munity—he is a good citizen
something worth while. Are
The

boys

in the

man

he

—

you

com

accomplishes
saving all the

Your account is invited
Hancock County Savings Bank

money you can?

_Maine_^

Ellsworth,

WEST KLitiSWOBTH.

HELD ON SERIOUS CHARGE.

There will be a dance in the grange hall
Man
Charged With AtIsle
Nov. 30, under the auspices of Harvest
tempted Criminal Assault.
Delbert M. Small, aged twenty-four Home giange.
to
Mrs. W. E. Clark spent a few days last
years, of North Deer Isle, was brought
the county jail in Ellsworth last Friday, week in West Brooksville, the guest of
a
on
bound over for the April grand jury
Mrs. Gersham Farnham.
charge of attempted criminal assault on
of
Mrs.
Frank Closson,
Mr. and
Hiss Ruth M. Torrey, aged twenty-three
were guests Saturday and SunSedgwick,
teacher.
years, of Reach, Deer Isle, aschool
day of George Cunningham and wife.
Miss Torrey’s way home from her school
lives
lay through a lonely road. Small
COMING KVKNTfc.
between the school and Miss Torrey *s
home, and had s^en her pass almost daily.
Friday evening, Nov. 17, at Society hall
Last Wednesday afternoon, as MissTorrey
Dance; Monaghan’s orchestra.
was on her way home, a man, scantily
Friday evening, Nov. 17, at Rural hall,
clad, sprang from the woods by the roadand supper. Higgins’
side and seized her. His face was con- East Surry—Dance
Deer

—

to

foot to

nation-wide
of the

Saturday will be

of the

Ellsworth

miniature State

fund for the

make

order

as

the
an

large fraternal

lodge.

The

Thursday

to

of

representing

received
the

to-day from

Bar Harbor

30'iutist... nuts.

1.30.

The Happy Man is the Well Man
If you

& Union

Return this ad with 10 cents for

Devotions.Rev T S Ross
Address, The Teacher’s Spiritual Preparation
Margaret Koch

Ellsworth, Maine

Assistant Keeper at Crabtree’s Ledge.
Capt. Joseph H. Whitmore, of Northeast Harbor, who has followed the sea
practically all his life, and is one of the

Wood Wanted
We

engaged

Rock

quality

this postponement from
the commission, it is understood that the
hearing will be held Thursday evening of

next week, Nov. 23, at Hancock ball.
The mist ke in the announcement made
District Deputy High Priest Samuel B.
last week,
that the bearing
would
Furbuth, of Brunswick, will pay an be held November
was
due
to
9,
Acadia
official visit ef inspection to
some confusion of dates at Augusta, the
chapter, R. A. M., next Monday evening. announcement in the Kennebec Journal
I A banquet will be served at 8.30.
being for a hearing November 9, while the
The men of the Baptist church and the official announcement sent to the petitionyoung men’s blble clsee will have dinner ers hers was for Thursday evening, Nov.
together Friday, In the vestry. There 18.
will be addresses by Rev. Orville J. GupWhat pleased you most about thit last box
till, ot Deer Isle, and Rev. D. W. Kimball,
of Cedulas yuu bought of H. W. Morans was
of Sedgwick.
the uniform mildae <a
each clgtr like its
Mias Josephine Luehlni arrived home brother. Only Hsv.ma cigars can so satisfy
yesterday morning from a visit of two you.—Ad /.

ghan’s

orchestra will

play.

The proceeds of this ball will be for a i
fund to lay a new floor in the hall. It is |
hoped to have a large attendance from j
Ellsworth.
From Duck Island to Seguln Light.
B. T. Sterling, who has been first asl hn1
aiatant keeper at Duck
light
station, has been transferred to Seguin
aa
first
assistant.
light

C. C.

the

market

for

of stock.

Please call

at our office or address

the

other important engagements, he had received consent of the kommisaion to post-

nouncement of

in

Birch, Yellow Birch,
Maple, also Poplar,
Prices, according to

(lootl

i
Ball at North Ellsworth.
The North Ellsworth Farmers’ club is
arranging for a ball to be given at Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth, on the
night of Thanksgiving day, Thursday
Nov. 30. Supper will be served. Mona-

an-

are

White

keeper at the Crabtree Ledge light
station, Hancock Point, and will assume
Years
his new position in a few days.
ago be was employed on large Ashing
vessels making trips to the Grand Banks
in

trial

PARCHER’S PHARMACY

The Sunday School as a Community Factor.Rev E S Gahan

In later years he has been

a

package,

coasting trade.

ponement of the hearing for a week.
In the absence of more definite

In-

Give you immediate relief.
Evening at 7.15.

River

Power Co., in the hearing on water
rates, to be held in Ellsworth before the
public utilities commission, that owing to

or

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

Adjournment

sistant

counsel

Nausea, Heartburn

PARCHER’S

best-known and best-liked master marialong the coast, has been appointed as-

Next

have

digestion, let

ners

Week Announced.
was

at

even-

Echoes from the State S S Convention,
H W Conley, O J Guptill, Margaret Koch,
B H Johnson
Address
Hancock County Front Line in 1917,
Rev O J Guptill, president
Conference on Local S S Conditions,
Conducted by the president

Address:

RATKS HEARING.

Postponement

Afternoon

and

ings.

Opening exercises

Offering

districts, and everyone will be
buy the flags to help the boys’

WATER

Ellsworth, Friday afternoon
ing, Nov. 17. The program:

at

as

flags to raise a
city has been

mail-order house, which does advertise
and which is looking for just such open-

Ellsworth Sunday Schools.
A call has been issued by the Hancock
County Sunday School association for a
meeting to be held in the Baptist church

the

organization.

Word

Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 6 and 7,
Baptist vestry—Annual Christmas sale
of ladies’ aid society.
at

I-Torrey is a daughter of Stedman
of
selectman
first
of
F. Torrey,
Reach,
The local merchant who does not adDeer Isle. The people of Deer Isle are
vertise is throwing open the door to the
assault.
the
over
greatly aroused

by

laid oat in
asked to

Thursday, Nov. 30, at Agricultural hallr
North Ellsworth—Thanksgiving ball and
supper, under the auspices of the North
Ellsworth Farmers’ club.

followed.

brotherhood

observed

flag day, when the boys

State of Maine
will sell

orchestra.

Miss

fundamental

29.

Mr. and

Insurance

be

was

Junior

a

Mr. mod Mrs. B. K. Whiting returned
Friday from Boston, where Mrs. Whiting
was called by the serious illness of her son
Walter.

M. E. HOLME8

will

organizsd here last year. Rev.
H. E.
Dunnack, of Augusta, State
librarian, will be the principal speaker of
the evening, and be will apeak on the

ar-

Howard

Hale hose

time

a public meeting at HanFriday evening of this week,
under the auspices of the Junior Brotherhood, tbe boys’ order, the first branch of

few

|

masquerade ball at Hancock
giving eve, Wednesday, Nov.

Furnace

spent

rived koone last week.

Senator

May ke Used in Either Sange

has
in

j

j

much

so

cock hall

Harbor last Sunday.
James

devoted

There will be

Johnson occupied the pulpit
church at Northeast

Federated

of the

unquestioned.

in Ellsworth is

perpetuated.

•

B. 41.

Kev.

bushel

A GOOD CITIZEN

It has done and is doing, a splendid work
in tbe community, only partially apThe cealed by a
handkerchief, but in the
preciated by the general public.
greatest benefit, of course, is derived by struggle that ensued this was torn off, and
the members of the chorus in the study | Miss Torrey says she recognized her asof a high class of music, but it has also sailant as Small, whom she knew by sight.
exerted an influence for good on the
Miss Torrey finally succeeded in breakcommunity. It is hoped that the or- ing away from her assailant and ran to the
the
late F.
W. house of Caleb Lowe, which she reached
ganization to which
Hollins, Hev. P. A. A. Killam, and others, in a state of collapse. The arrest of Small

try this evening, given by the Two B class.
Lygonia lodge, F, and A. M., will work
the fellowcraft

Capital, $100,000.
Surplus and Profits, $125,000.

or

Tbere will be a special meeting of tbe
Ellsworth festival chorus at Society hall
Thursday evening of this week at 7.45
o’clock. All present and former members
.12
44— snow^ioudy snow
of the choras, and all in Ellsworth in.29
26—
suow
cloudy
terested in music, are urged to be present.
On the result of this meeting largely
Melvin 8. Smith left to-day for New depends the
future of the Ellsworth
York to spend the winter.
festival chorus. The benefit of such an

15c.

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth

Adrian R. Phillips, formerly of Ellsworth, died last night at Dedham, aged
sixty-eight years. Mr. Phillips was born
at Dedham, and for thirty-five years ran
tbe Lake house, at Phillips lake. For

Week

ending

in “Ben Blair."
This is a play,
unuanal in its skillful contrasts of life on the prairie and on Broadway,
it possesses action aplenty, a theme that will hold and thrill.

Kveulag,

m.

hour before mail closes.

Wednesday, Nov. 22-Dustin Farnum

lOc.

8 66 p

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
Nov. 14. I9t«.
| From observations taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Kivei
Power Co., in tSIlsworth.
Precipitation is
giveu in iuches for the twenty-four hours

Pathe News snd 3 ree1 feature, Pathe.

5 and

m; 5.60 pm.

(Until Xoo. 21.)

WKATHKK

Tuesday Nov. 21 —Metro Pictures Corporation presents the ecreen’s
youngest alar, Mary Mil-s Minler, in “Dimples." Five eels ol superb
photoplay replete w ith thrilling and romantic situations.

ritlCICS—Saturday Matinee,

m.

Registered mail should be at postofflee half
A

P«»r

Monday, Nov. 20—“Iron Claw.”

6.22 p

Arrive from the west 8.11
west 4.60 p m.

pictorisation ot Mary

elaborate

Johuson’s novel “To Have and To Hold."

a

4-28 pm.

AT POSTOFFICB

a m;

Sundays.

Orsce Valentine in “The
Love,” romance and sacrifice in 5 acta of sublime photoplay, with ao incomparable Drew comedy "It Never (Jot By."

Saturday, Nov. 18—Mae Murray

a m;

Going East—6.10

Hliudnrse ol

“Ambition."

From Ea*t—11.10

Going West—10.40

Thursday, Nov. Ifl-Julins Stager supported by

in

am;

We cordially invite you to open an account
with us, subject to check, and will be pleased at
all times to explain any details in regard to financial matters.

“Yet I show you a more exoellent way;
a rational and reverent gospel for the
present age,” will be the subject of tbe
Unitarian minister’s sermon for next
Sunday morning. The subject for the
adult class will be “A Prayer of SelfConsecration.” In the afternoon at 4
o’clock there will be a vesper service in I
1
the church. This service will be of a very
nature.
The
minister
will
speak
simple
on “Jesus, the Son of God, not God the
the Son.”

I

Daye.

From West—6.41

MAILS CLOSE

Wednesday, Nov. 13-Paramount. Msry Pickford in “Poor Little Peppins.” This screen f-vorite renders snot her character interpretation,
pert raying the roles of stowaway, new sir snd bootblack, anally coming
into her own as a millionaire’s kidnapped daughter.

Friday, Nov. 17-William Fox presents Bertha Kalick
dramatic story ol political intrigue.

effect

Oct. 2, 1V16

MAILS RECEIVED.

A great many people hesitate about opening a
Bank Account because they regard their knowledge of banking as limited, or probably they consider the amount of money they have to deposit
too small. It is a very easy matter to open an account here.
Just deposit your money, sign your name and
receive your bank book.

The schooner Omaha, bound for Ellsworth with about 200 tons of soft oosl for
C. W. Qrindal, went ashore at North
Haven last week, and the cargo will
probably be a total loes. This is a pretty
serious loss to Ellsworth just at this time.
Mr. Qrindal was recently quoted |J3 on
hard ooal. He predicts a further advance
in coal. It will probably go to fll a ton
in Ellsworth this week.

6.41 a. m., 4.38 p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10
a. m., 6.32 p. m.
Sundays. (Until Nov. 26.)
Arrive from west at 8.11 a. in.
Leave for
the west at 6.20 p. m.

Depositors

We Encourage New

The high school basketball team has a
game scheduled with Southwest Harbor
Grindle for Friday, Dec. 1, at Hancock ball. As
Sleigh and pong for sale—Mrs John F Whit- the Ellsworth team retains four members
comb
of last year’s team, it should prove a
Liquor Indictments
] worthy representative of the Ellsworth
Probate notice—Joseph M Higgins
—Stephen D Oonarv et ala
high school this season.
Hardwood factory—Wood wanted
W B Whiting-Chickens
Ellsworth democrats plan a big celeI
Guardian notice—Geo R Fuller
bration of the recent victory next Mon**
—Josephine P Thomas
day. There will be an automobile parade
GLovaasviLL*, N. Y.:
In the afternoon, illumination in the
Styles Publishing House
evening, and a free ball at Hancock bail.
It Is possible that there may be a short
CONDENSED TIME TABLE
speech by some out-of-town speaker.
Will DAVS.
The Ellsworth band will play.
Trains arrive at BUsworth from the west at

J

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

CHICKENS FOR

THANKSGIVING
Broilers, fryers and roasters, dressed
to order.

is limited,

Pure
so

grain

order

fed.

Supply

now.

1

Wm. E. Whiting.
Telephones

BURRILL

11 and 113-13.

&

SOM

_

Davis Carriage Repository
Franklin Stret

Inquire

on the

premleee.

—

—Established 1867-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Representing some of the leading companies of this and foreign countries

t

SUNDAY SCHOOL

“Helpful and Hopeful.

VIII.—Fourth Quarter, For
Nov. 19, 1916.

Tbe ptrposn of thli column are wcrtsc ▼
stated In tbe title aud motto—U Is for tbe mat si
benefit, and alms to tie helpful and bopefull
Being for tbe common good, tt Is for tbe com
non use—a public airraid, a pe-reyor of Information and suggestion, n medium for the In
terebange ot Ideas It thU capacity It solicits

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

communications, and lu sacoe**-depends lanreiy
Comon tbe support glren tt In this respect
munications must be signed, but tbe name of
writer will not he printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to appro* a) or

Text of the Lesson, Acte xxviii, 11*31.
Memory Verses, 30, 31—Golden Text,
Rom. i, 16—Commentary Prepared by
#

Rev. D. M. Stearns.

rejection by the editor of tbe column, but none
will oe rejected without rood reason. Address

After carry mg three months at Malta
another ship from Alexandria, which

all

communications

to

The

Americas,

KII*worth. Me.

the Isle, was sailing
for Italy, and on that they departed
and reached Italy In safety, remaining
three days at Syracuse and seven Jays
had wintered In

at

Puteoli

on

the way.

No doubt the

groat

u.o

event

ping
And

.1 to L.-ar from

iii, xxxlii. 31). The apostles also were
told that they were sent out as sheep
In the midst of wolves and might expect to be hated, put out of the syn
agogue and filled (Matt. x. 10-2S; John
The most that we
it, 1S-21: xri. 1-3).
can aim to do in this age is by ai!
means to save some (1 Cor. lx. 22), for
we are nowhere taught that the world
will ever be won to Christ until Israel
shall have received Him at His coming
in glory, and then when the glory of
the Lord shall have risen upon Israel
and shall be seen upos her the nations
shall come to her light and kings to
the brightness of her rising.
Paul continued to preach the kingdom of God and teach those things
which concern the Lord Jesus Christ
for two whole years to all who came
There
to him In his own hired bouse.
were many believers, even In Caper’s
household, and his bonds for Christ
were manifest at Caesar's court as well
as elsewhere, and many of the breibren in the Lord, waxing confident by
his bonds, were much more bold to
speak the word without fear (Phil. L
This book of
13. 14, margin; tv. 22>
the Acta begins with the Lord Jesus
speaking of the things pertaining to
the kingdom of God during the forty
days between HI* resurrection and
ascension (Acts t Si and ends with the
record of Paul’s two years' testimony
at Borne concerning the same great
topic. In connection with onr Lord's
teaching after He rose from the dead,
we need to notice what He talked
nbont on the way to Rmnutna and also
that same evening in Jerusalem (Luke
rrlr 27-441 Slid observe that both He
and Paul used the same textbook, the
Scriptures written hr the Holy Spirit
through Mooes and the prophets, for
all Scripmie I* given by Inspiration of
God. and holy men of God spake aa
thev were moved by the Holy Ghost
(II Tim. 1M. 16: II Pet l Ml.

He’a

lilt?

brother of

a

And bearing about all the burden be can.
Did you give him a smiie? He *u downcast
and blue.
And the smite would have helped him to
battle it through.
Did you give him your band? He was slip-

for

the brethren at
those who and s
recently couie from Jerusalem, and to
hear Faui ten of Uts missionary lourand rehearse ad that God bud done b.
him and ad that be had suffered on h
tours at Jerusalem must have (bride r
in assembly of .eiievers and inspired
them with greater seal for G si and
his kingdom.
The brethren at Rome, having beard
of Paul’s arrival In Italy, came out to
meet him as far as Appii forum and
the three lateral anil having wei
corned him and encouraged him. they
1 some
returned to Rome together.
times use this incident as suggestively
illustrative of our meeting the Lord in
the air and returning with Him when
He shall come to set up His kingdom
Just the meeting and returning—I have
no other thought of any analogy In the
incident (verses 11-lSi Another hand
fnl of "purpose seems to have come
Paul’s way Id his being allowed to
dwell by himself with a soldier that
kept Mm (verse 16y That soldier most
nave learned much of Jesus Christ, for
as Paul talked to him privately It was
like pouring water Into a bottle rather
than throwing it at a lot of bottle*.
Our Lord spoke more than once to
audiences of one. ss In the case of
Nicodemus and the woman of Samaria
Baring called the chief of tbe Jews
together. Paul explained to them why
be bad come to Borne as a prisoner
adding. "For the hope of Israel I am
bound with this chain" (verses 17-20There la only one person who la called
the hope of Israel or tbe hope of tbe
church, only one In whom there is any
hope for either Jer xiv. 8; xvii. 13.
Bis coming
Joel 111. 16; I Tim. hi)
for us Is our blessed hope, and Bis
coming with us In glory will prove
Blm to be tbe hope and Saviour of
Israel aa a nation (Tit. U, 13; Isa
The
xxv. 8. 9; Zech. xii. iO; xili. 1).
brethren at Borne said that they had
never heard anything against PauL
but. they would like to hear what bethought of this sect that was everyA Cay having
where speken againstbeen appointed, many came to his
lodging, to whom he testified and ex
pounded the Scriptures of Moses and
the prophets concerning Jesus and the
kingdom of God, from morning till
evening iverses ij-23>.
As they hsieued to him some teliev
ed n^L They could not agree and had
much reasoning among themselves,
which led Paul to turn to the gentiles
with the pood news, quoting to the
Jews what the Iloiy Spirit had said by
Isaiah comerning them hundreds of
years before in what we call chapter
vt These sayings of the Spirit through
Isaiah concerning Israel's blindness
and hardness of heart are quoied in
Matt. xiii. 14, 15: John xii. 39. 40: Rom
xi. 8. as well as In our lesson. Jere
miah and Ezekiel were both told that
they must expect opposition and that
their message woul l not be received
by many (Jer. i, IT 19: F.zek ii and
»

a

man.

gospel was preached at both places,
but t:t the latter place there were be
I*-venv. r.nd the fellowship must have
alt's pful to alL
It would be
L«cu V ci
1

TOC?

DID

give bun

Did you

hill.
1 fancied,

down

world,

the

so

using him

was

ill.
word?

Did you give him
the road.
Or did you just let him
s

go

Did you show him
on

with his

Did you he.p him along? He's
yon.
But the grasp of your hand

|

load?

sinner like

a

might have
through.
Did you bid him good cheer? Justs word
carried bun

and a smile
Were what he moat |needed that last weary
mile.
Do you know what he bore in that burden of
cares

That is every
shares?

man s

to

load and that

sympathy

find out what he needed from

you try
yon,
Or did you jusOeave him

!Did

Do yon know what it

to

battle it

meant to

through?

losing the

be

fight.

| When

fast in time might

lift

a

ererythi ng

Wt

right?

Do yon know what it means—jast the clasp of
a hand.
When a man's borne abont all a man ought to
SUM?
Did yon ssk what it waa—why the quivering

lip.
And the glistening tears down the pale cheek
that slip?
Were yon brother of his when the time came
to he?
Did you offer to help him, or didn't you see?
Don't you know It’s the

part of

a

brother of

man

To find what the grief is and help when yoa
can?
Did you stop when he asked you to give him
lift.

a

Or

were you so busy you left him to shift?
Oh, 1 know what you ssy may be true,

i

But the

test of your manhood is:
What did
you do?
m
ont a hand? Did you find him
the road.
Or did you just let him go by with his load?
-J. W. Foley.

| Did you reach

Dear M. B. FnmuU:
By the contributions of the above fine
l
! poem, which sets forth the possibilities
| which the hi. B. family, according to their
motto, oouid accomplish, Mrs.*A. L.S. is

I

made welcome to the column
and

in

the

name

member,
I extend a

as a

of ail the clan

cordial

|

greeting to her.
It will give you ail pleasure to read one
o! Irish Molly’s good letters. It is a long
time since sne favored us in this way. 1
am glad to know what
magazines and
papers the members are reading, then,
when I am especially interested in some
article or story,11 wonder what.opimon
the other M. B. has in regard to it.

I

Otar M. B. FrUtuL»;
How sweet the sacred tie that Mods. Aunt
Madge, bow good ofiyou not to scold, and to
give ns such good reading as yoa did in last
week’s column? Why should one not eujoy
all the seasons as they come and go? the
; spring in all its beauty of green, and the
resurrection into life of every seemingly dead
root. The summer
with all iu heat, iu
beautiful flowers, both cultivated and wild,
and the berries, too, can there be anything more lovely! The autumn, with iu
beautilul coloring, the clear frosty mornings
and the delightful warmth of the noontide.
And the winter, with iu mantle of snow, emblem of purity, surely ail ibe»e thing* are

|

to be

enjoyed by

those who look

out

on

life

worth the living*
Hardships will come, and disappointmenU,
and grief; for all these things must need be,
have been and will always be, for
as

“Into each life some rain mast fall.
Some days must be dark aaa dreary.”
look at these things, so they will
be with us. So why not look st them
in s good light and accept them as they are,
believing there is a time and place lor ail the
seasons, and that all are good and as they
ought to be?
I believe if one goes through life with s
gloomy look and feeling, life is indeed s
burden. Didn’t we have a beautiful October?
And November has started in with bright
sunshine in the dsy and moonlight at night.
Can we have anything more beautiful?
Sorrow will come, and I felt grieved to see
of Annt Emma’s passing. She gave the last
and final answer I think to the column in regard to what we shall sat, and I thought she
And

as we

seem to

just hit the question right.
By the way, Susan, have yon solved the
question to yoar own satisfaction as to what
we shall give oar Johns to sat?
Has yoor
bad stomach? If yon have found aa
answer to the question, give it to the column,
please—“Helpful and hopeful, you know.”
I have had company most all summer, and
did enjoy them so much, and since that time
have been trying to get straightened out for
the winter—weeding oat the roots that live in
the ground all winter, digging up and housing the bulbs that need it. I have one more
large bed cf jonquils and narcissus to weed
oat end cover with brash to make them worm
end “oomfy;” and in the spring 1 expect to
be score than repaid for my trosbie by the
lovely blossoms I shall get; jonquil and narcissus bloom so long, too.
In the evenings I sew e little If I am not too
tired, and if I am. I rend until I get sleepy,
John

n

j

Treatment Without Benefit. Finally Made Well by
Lydia EL Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

rood

Never before in tbe history of tbe borne
has tbe
position of home-maker been
more important or bar responsibilities
greater. Her position in tbe economic
world has been very largely changed from
that of producer to consumer. Tbe household tasks of tbe earlier days, as tbe spinning of yarn, tbe weaving of doth, tbe
preparation of foods, etc., have been re-

reason.

c&m

moved

Ilex. 280.

from tbe home

as

a

result

Don’t watte time with or-

dinary flour when your grocer can
give you William
Tell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat. Orderasack
today and do some blue
ribbon baking. You can

of tbe

Tbe
Forty were present Noe. 4. The topic, development of the factory system..
“The Family Garden,” was well discussed. removal of tbeea industries however does
not lessen woman’s work and responsi"While going Stories, a leading and n conundrum comEngiewood, 111.
bility. Instead ebe has tbe problem of
1
the
suffered
is
a larger atof
Life
Thera
pleted
the
program.
Change
through
wild oeaoacDea. nertendance and more interest!!* being mani- wisely spending money for ready-made
vousness, flashes of fested than daring the summer months.
garments, household goods and food.
Because of tbe great industrial change
heat, and I suffered
JSAUIAYILX*. 144.
so much I did not
tbe great function of
women have now
know what 1 was
Sot. 4, a literary program was well tendirecting bow the product* of other {
doing at times. I derad. There we* no work.
people** labor shall be consumed. It ia I
spent 11900 on docestimated that the consumption of 96 per
tors and not one did
■CUBIC, 5SB, WALTHAM.
world's good* is directly conme
j:
Not. 1, twenty-eight members and vis- cent, of the
any good. One
day a lady called at itor* were present. The third and (earth trolled by women, and the centre of this
my house and said degree* were conferred on on* cafTdidate. consumption is the home. The presentshe had been as sick
woman then needs a very different !
Refreshments were served and games en- day
as I was at one time,
Her training should inkind of training.
and Lydia E. Pink- joyed.
clude a knowledge of fabrics, and ma-'ham’s Vegetable
264.
LAMOIBU,
terials, methods of production, sanitary
Lom pound made Her well.so 1 took it and
Thirty were present on Tuesday night. conditions,
public health, labor laws, etc.
oow I am just as well as I ever was.
I One
waa
application for membership
cannot understand why women don’t
By her buy tog and the demands which
received. A volunteer program tarnished
she makes for proper labor conditions the
aee how much pain and suffering they
would escape by taking vour medicine. the entertainment of the evening An fate of the worker is determined.
I cannot prais^it enouru for it saved invitation waa extended for the annual
The home and family are the social unit
my life and kept me from the Insane Pomona meeting to be held here in De- of
community. Tbe stability of
any
Hospital "—Mrs. E. SHELDON, 6657 S. cember. Patron* will bring picnic lunch, society
depends upon sound social life in
Halsted St., Englewood, 111
a* the grange ha* no facilities tor serving
the family. The efficiency of a home is
Physicians undoubtedly did their best, dinner. CoOee will be provided.
judged by its social product, that ia by the
battled with this case steadily and could
Friday evening the school children of citizens which it
produces, ita rreat j
do no more, but often the most scientific
Lamoine, North Lamotne and Partridge
treatment is
by the medicinal Cove gave a pleasing entertainment for social out pot ia the child. Public opinion
surpassed
has agreed that the borne shall keep ita
properties of the good old fashioned the benefit of
the new hall. They were
roots and herbs contained in Lydia E.
members in a state ot body, mind and
assisted
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
by phonograph selection* by
happiness to make it possible for them to
Harold
and
band.
the
King
by
grange
If any complication exists it
work at their highest capacity for the !
Excellent
school
on1
work
wa*
exhibition.
pay* to write the Lydia E. Pink- The
greatest number of years.
is
indebted
to
the
teacher*
ham Medicine Co* Lynn, Maw,
grange
Our economic laws demand that this be
and pupils, who have materially aided
lor special free adTlce.
done with the least possible expenditure
the building fnnd.

win domestic science
prist,
with the good things baked
from William
the

Tell,

—

which is shout f or 10.
X have the America* Jfapart**. Pictorial fieri*w. Woman’*
A mb sic ax and Toledo
Ellavorti
World,
Blade. 1 have read two books this summer—
Van Dyke, und
"Fisherman's
Luck,** by
"Pec O’ My Heart." We have a Bangor daily
so
we
have
u
too.
quite lot of reading.
paper,

BAST BLCEH1LL. 252.

Nov. 11 thirty-eight member* and three
visitor* were present. Three applications
were received.
The first aod second degrees were conferred on one candidate.
It has been voted to entertain Hancock
Pomona in November, 1917. There will be

Thanks, Aunt Maria, for the poet card you
in regard to your exhibits. Glad X

sent me

could

not

go. I should

have been

more

work next

than

disappointed, but X took a stroll witb you
among your flowers, in Tas Arrrbica*. and
I saw such a lovely sight (in my mind). My!
but you can paint a picture with your pen!
I shall write you soon, for X have an important question to ask.

about the

reunion at

Rolfe
Gouidsboro.

in

Mrs.

is

KEW CENTURY,
Nov. 11 the literary

session

who has been

liam, to whom the sympathy or the

cessfnl

purchased

a

Ford

runabout.
Mrs. Robert T. Clark, of Bangor, was a
guest at C. E. Martin’s several days last
week.

Miss

days

Development.

]

Communications regarding lovuti-ns
Oodlors Bernard, of Augusta, on Thursare iunted and will receive »'H inn
day received a telegram from the Osna- | when addressed
u> any agent d the
dian war department announcing tbe
MAINE CENTRAL. or u.
death ot bis son, Joseph Bernard, wbo
killed

where in

!

in

battle

on

8ept. 30,

"some-

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

■

France."

|

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Contracts for tbe construction of (our
35-knot destroyers were awarded at Wash- i
ington, Friday, to the itatb Iron Works,
each vessel to cost

f1,500,000

lor

bull

PORTLAND. MAINE.

DR.’ HALE’S

and

HOUSEHOLD OINTMENT

machinery.

A wonderful remedy hr

all skin diseases-«*x<ina»
erysipelas, scalyer„ ;-ccoi»

BIRCH HARBOR.
Mrs. K. A. Peltee and
returned to

of

son

Merton

sores,

nave

any

Rev. W. H. Rice, of Lamoioe, spent part
last week at the old homestead.
Hazel Rice is visiting her sister,
Mildred Young, iu Uouldsbnro.

Miss
Mrs.

Grover Smith has returoed to Boston,
a few weeks among friends here.
Nov. 13.
C.

after

bruise*.

sore rr.se*

dee, rheums::?: cr.nlgin, etc. Can be sailed to

Seal Harbor.

extern*,

part of tbs

body.rr re qc. k nlxt
si] • fieri e; Nothto *::»
toe
qrauy
from

with croop or tore :£rad
wh«n direct !orji on p«efc»
age are rooowea. rm
tutted by pfeyetefaaa. 8oi4 at Drag Store# V tad
Me. Kanjoa A Thoeue Co^ Prop*., Aiia=a» X.I*

November YfVatherBarly cold soaps, storms aod sleet, snow
aod slash, cause coughs and colds
Foley's
Honey and Tar acta quickly, cuts th* phlegm,
opens air passages, allays irritation, heals
inflammation and enables
the sufferer to
breathe easily and naturally so that sleep is
not disturbed by backing cough.—Moore's
Store.
Drug

a

The merchant who doe* not advertise t«
more prof tails for

dull season makes il

tkoee who do advertise

E. S. P'terson
Harbor.

is

spending

a

few

at Bar

carpenters who have been working
Miss Lefflngwell log bouse, have given
up work until spring, when they will add

finishing touches.
Roger Higgins, of Ellsworth,

visit

George Davis

bat returned to Sea report.
Mrs. Thomas Powers is ill of tonsilitia.

health

Eugene Stanley, of McKinley,

who has

working for Miss Lefflngwell expects to finish this week.
Nov. 10.
Chips.

Christie Powers has gone to Stonington
work for J. A. Gott.

to

WEST HANCOCK.

home

W. K. Springer and wife, of Dexter,
have been here for a few days.

James Annie has gOM to Brookline,
Maas., where he baa employment.
Nov. 7.
Saihb.

John Young and wife, of Surry, were
recant guests of Henry Milliken and
wife.
Mrs. Claude Willard, of Steep Falla,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Frank Miles.
Mrs. George B. Bridges is In the Knox
county hospital tor surgical treatment.
Her many friends hops tor bar speedy (•covery.
Hannan Binclair has gone to New Haven,
Conn., to work.

MARLBORO.
L. 8. Jordan and wife and Min Arvilla

Kingman, of ML Ueeart Perry, a pent Sunday with their cousin, Mr*. Annie
Bemiek.
Daniel Grey, of Hancock, epent Saturday night and Sunday with Jamea Butler
and wife.

Mrs. Estelle Shaw, who haa been vary
:

111, is

much

Nov. U.

Improved.
B.H.8.17.

[

Bm'tkUUi TreaMea Tit inf
Trivial bUaUkn an aoantlmae the lot

warning of aeriooa ekia diene ce.

to

which people

Neglected

ekia tronblae grow. Or. Hobaoa’e Bcaema
Ointment prompt!/ etope the progrvea of eeuaa. heala atafebora Caere of pimplea, aeae,
blotch/, red aad aealp ekia. The aatleeptie
qaalitfee of Dr. Hobaoa’e liman Ointment
kill the germ aad pnvent the apread id the
troable. For cold eoree or chapped haada.
Or. Hobeoa'e Became Ointment oSera prompt
nlief. At /oar Draggiat, Me.

are

time of the year
disordered stomach

visiting ranged digestion according

hit team here

George Coolen ia visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Coolen.

Many ilia

liable at this

results of
is

here.

Mis* Gladys Oerter, who ia teaching at
Hancock, epent the week-end with her
cousin, Mrs. Shirley Hodgkins.
Not. IS.
Aax.

Await

incor-

aaa

Farming Land

Woman,” Nancy Voung; reading,

the

returned

Good

The

SUNSET.

has

and

ways,

many

is

on

_

Archie Barbour
from yachting.

Unlimited Raw Material,

GOTT’8 ISLAND.

Martin and wife have their home
nearly ready for keeping house.
Nov. 13.
K.

a

Undeveloped Water Powers,

Arthur Moore, ot Ellsworth, is viaitiDg
relatives here.

A. 8.

Edward Small has returned from
Waterville and Freedom.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

February.

E. F. Bartlett, foreman in the mill here
for Clark A Russel, was called to JackJames, well
man, where his brother
known here, met with a serious accident
while working in a mill.

in

name

line of tbe

porated.

to

Elizabeth Oakes; song, “America.” Clan
Johnson is leader lot tbe aiaten and Augustus 1. Foss tor tbe brothers.
Next
Saturday evening will be brothen' night.
Ten dollan is to be expended for new
books for the library.
The committee
hopes to have them ready for circulation
at the next meeting.
Arrangements an
being made for a farmers’ institute in
December, a poultry extension school in
January, and a domestic science school in

com-

WALTHAM.

baa

in

gor, and tbe year that tbe city

265, HANCOCK.
Saturday evening, Nov. U, twenty-six
members wen present.
Tbis was tbe
tint meeting of tbe contest, tbe sisters
pnsenting tbe followingprognm: Bong;
readings, Ella Wooster, Caroline Stratton; song; paper, “Birds,” Lola Crabtree;
reading, Nellie Foss; vocal duel, Lizzie
Crabtree, Elizabeth Oakes; paper, “Industry,” Mary Abhott; nadings, Ella
Saunders. Lydia Joy; paper, “The Sue- !

8.

Jordan

man

the

give opportunity to tboee dnirint10
• change in location tor a new atart 10 life.

TO CAKIBUU.

remarkable

on

—

E. E. Williamson, of Middleboro, Maas.,
is visiting bit aunt, Mrs. Sarah Jordan.
W. B.

was a

PANOLA.

extended.

Nov. 13.

Located

intimately connected with
tbe religious and musical life ot Bangor
from 1834, tbe year that be came to Ban-

postpone gnnge until
Nov. 25. Fint and second degrees wen
conferred on one candidate.

a wife, who was formerly of this
(Ada Sargent), aud a brother, Wil-

is

of

H
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS

was

voted

was

regret to hear of bis death which occurred
Sunday, Nov. 5, at his home in the Pond
district, Goulds boro, after a long illness.
Mr. Stevens had served as tax collected of
Go aids boro several years, and was much
esteemed by all the townspeople.
He

munity

and election

450, SC BBT.
Sixty wen present st the last meeting.
An invitation from East Bloebiil gnnge
to meet with it Nov. 18 was accepted.
It

Mrs. Harold Grover, who was recently
operated upon for appendicitis at the
East Maine general hospital, Bangor, is
getting along as well as could be expected.
Friends of Asa Stevens, of Goulds boro,

lesves

December,

m

i„

clothing and shelter.
But the home means far more than
shelter and food. These physical needs
are of fundamental importance, but t&ey
are only a basis of the expression of human
existence. “A house should bear witness
in ail ita economy that human culture is
the end to which it ia built and garnished.**

and me

tbe

officers.

quite ill, is about again.
Hiram Hamilton, of Brooklin*, Maas.,
is visiting relatives heie and at Pros peat
Harbor.

town

356, DEDHAM.
program included

*

r. W. ORINDAL

Bangor’s oldest citizen. Deacon Elnatban
F. Dorse, died Thursday, in bis 103d
yagr.

grange; grapbopbooe selections, Oscar Waning; readings, Gerald
Thompson, Mary Hurrill; stories, Warren
Miller, G. A. Gray; vocal solos, Alta
Black, Clifford Burrill; conundrums, Dora
Littlefield. There
will be
an etl-dsy

the winter

WHITUOMK. HAt«K»

QUARRIES. FACTORY LOUTIONS, MILL SITES, FakMS,

KITTKKV

ABBUTtS,

Pendleton,

Andrew

by

aongs

Orland fair.

spending

sapper.

flour that goes farther.

of money, muscle and time. Henoe svery
home-maker should be thoroughly trained
in the prinml needs ot man, namely food,

He

WINTER HARBOR.
Mrs. Cora

harvest

a

t

403. WEST ELLSWORTH.
Nov. 11, there we* a regular meeting,
with viators from Bayside and Sedgwick
grange*. The lecturer pro teat, gave an
interesting program of readings, clipping*
and recitation*.

Thanks many for this and the personal
letter. Next week B**tsey Frig a ill tell
u»

meeting and

|

1A«V»T BOMB,

Now, Susan, listen. "We can live without
friends, we can live without books, but
civilised man cannot live without cooks."
Tell us what we shall eat.
Tell me what X
shall have for breakfast to-morrow morning.
Iajsn Mol.t.

Bad Calda fro a* Little Haaaaas Grow.
Many calda that hang oh all winter start
with a annexe, a aallle, a acre throat, a tight
This—And Ply* Cents:
cheat. Toe know tha symptoms of eolda, and
Dost antes this. Cut oat this ellp. eocloee
yon know prompt traataaont will break them
it*
with
Mew
Dlaeorery,
Dr.
dee
cents
to Foley a Co., MM BbcMeld Are,
up.
aoothing antiseptic balsams, has been break- Chicago, 111., writing your uaeao aad edd.-eee
concha oi young and clearly. Toe will receive ia raters e trial
ing ap eolda and haaliag
DlaMew
Dr.
old for <7 years.
King’e
I package coOteieleg Foley’s Hooey and Tar
coeary loosens the phlegm, clear* the head, Composed, for oongha, colds sad croup;
aoothea the Irritated membrane aad makes Poley Kidney Pille. end Foley Cathartic
Me.
breathing aaalar. At your Druggist,
| Tablets_Moore's Dreg Store.

Kla?*

J

This oslsmi Is denoted to the Orange, eepeelelly to the granges ot Hancock county.
The column in open to nil grangers for the
discussion ot topics of general interest, nnd
tor report* of grange meetings. Make letters
short sad coactse. All commsalcstions must
be signed, hat names will sot be printed exdll comcept by permission of the writer,
munication* trill be sabject to approeal by
the editor, hat tto*« will be rejected without

Mn.Sheldon Spent $1900 for.

ftontunttmt

HOME ECONOMICS

jlnung tl>* #rangrr*.

A REMARKABLE
STATEMENT

"im UMl".

BDTTSD BT

Its Motto:

.esson

Stent lacnunta.

Jfiutaal Scwfit Olsnnn.

to

especially
are

direct

and de-

the Tanlac

expert.
“In a majority of cases people who suffer from sickness must blame their stomachs’’ be said. “We must re member that
the support of the body comes from the
digestive system. When that is at fault
the supply of nutriment needed to help
the human machine fails and what is
worse the food which should have given
strength becomes poisonous waste which
distresses and endangers tbe whole body.
“The stomach has been called ’the
chemical laboratory of the body.’ There
the material taken
into body is rendered into the blood, bone and muscle for
permanent health, vigor and vitality, the
waste or unusable portion being properly disposed of by the organs lor that
purpose. When the stomach performs its
duties tbe body prospers.
"TIM success of Teniae h an aid to digestive saaimllalion and tbs tunctions
which dispose ol waste matter has been
Teniae ia a
proclaimed by thousands.
vegetable remedy designed to land while
it heals sick rare stomachs and to bring
back tbs digestive system to iu normal
natural work.
Thus health is restored,
increasing energy, ambition and vitality,
giving that haling of eompleta well being
necessary to the full enjoyment of life by
every man and woman.
“With the health and strength that
Tanias gives people ate last subject to diaeaac. Thousands who have taken Tanlac

*eU
grateful because it made them
kept them well.”
One of the moat interesting cases that
have ever come'to the Tanlac bealtn expert’* attention happened in Portland.
it
he is back at work now. and

are

and

“Why,
oar
really seems like a miracle to us and
friends,” recently aaid Mrs. H. J Llewellyn, of 1 Elmwood place. Portland,
reMaine, In a peaking ol her husbands
lief through taking Tanlac.
"My husband had a very severe stuck
of indigestion and was forced to Qult

work. Us was in a very critical condifor two weeks and we were mocb
would
alarmed, hardly knowing wnat
«**
The medicine be
happen to him.
cum.
did
reach
his
not
taking
"He was unable to eat and lost strenai
nis
rapidly. Two weeks ago, I bought
can
flm bottle of Tanlac for him, aod 1
hardly tall you how woods rlul the reau.u
tion

•n.

"In my buaband'e

case

I

am ao

entBosi-

aatie, bacaoaa I don’t knotT wbat m‘«b‘
loo0
bave bappanad to oa il wo hadn't
Taolae when we did.’’
Tban Mra. Ltowellyn apoke of another
remarkable recovery a be bad wren nroagn
about by Tanlae.
"I waa talking to a tody of our acquainta runanoa laat evening who bad been in
*
down condition all aummer and
before t
aearcaly able to put one foot
beg*
other,” laid Mra. Liewallyn. “She
Tanlae a tew weeka ago. and

taking
night aha

waa up dancing.”
rTanlae ia aold in Ella worm at
Moore’a drug atore.—Advt.

I

mallard dock, thought Soapy, would
be about tbe thing, wlih a bottle of
Chablls, and then Camembeit, a demitasse aud a cigar. One dollar for the
cigar would be enough. The total
would not be so high -t.h to call forth
any supreme manlfes.utPui of revenge
from the cafe management, and yet
the meat would leave him filled and
happy for the journey to his winter

VICTORY FOR !
THE CMMDIMS
tawMu Talk Ha Eipaftaoea With
-Frutta tfaoa**.—Wow Mado la USA.

refuge.

"

Tls one of them Yale lads celebratin' the goose egg they give to the Hartford college.
Noisy, but no harm.
We've instructions to 1'ave them be.”
Disconsolate, Soapy ceased Ills unavailing racket. Would net cr a policeman lay hands on him?
In his fancy
the island seemed an unattainable
Arcadia.
He buttoned his thin coat
aguinst the chilling wind.
In a cigar store he saw a well dressed man lighting a cigar at a swinging
light. His silk umbrella he had set by
the door on entering. Soapy stepped
inside, rei ured the umbrella and sauntered off with It slowly. The man at
the cigar 11. ht followed hastily.
“Jiy umbrella!" he sM.l sternly.
“Oh, Is It?” sneered Soapy, adding
Insult to petit larceny. "Well, why
don't you call a policeman? I took It.
Your umbrella! Why don't you call a
cop? There stands one on the comer.”
The umbrella owner stowed his steps.
Soapy did likewise, with a presen till cut that luck would run against him.
Ylie policeman looked at the two curi-

«-

On

JAS. J. ROYalL
Boston ”, Central Wharf.

MR.

s.s.

“

April

Boston, Mass.,
23th, 1314.
“For three years, I was troubled with
Constipation. At times, the attacks
would be very severe, accompanied by
Dizziness and Violent Headaches» I
took medicine and laxatives the whole
time, but as soon as I discontinued the
treatment, my bowels would refuse to
move. Last October, I went to Montreal
and there heard of1 Fruit-a-tives’. I
used one box and the results were so
pronounced that I bought two dozen
boxes. I continued using ‘Fruit-a-tives*
and noticed a decided imfn-ovemenC. I
gradually reduced the dose from three a
day to one tablet every three or four
days until the twenty-four boxes were
finished when my physical condition
JAS. J. ROY ALL.
was perfect”.
GOc. a box, 6 for(f2.50, trial size, 25e.
At all dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives
Limited, Ogdenabutg, New York.

COUNTY NEWS
FRANKLIN.

Sidney Butler anl Mrs. F. L.Hwan

were

Bangor laat week.
The bouses of several good democrats in
town were illuminated Friday evening.

in

Mr and Mra. Harry S. Moody, of Newburyport, Maas., were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Dallas Tracy, Tuesday.
Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell will entertain her
Sunday school class of children at the
Methodist vestry Saturday afternoon.

The reception by the townspeople to the
Franklin, Friday evening, was an unusually pleasant occasion.
Toe town bail was tasteful y decorated by
Mrs. Dallas Tracy and Mias Koch.
Rev.
school teacher* of

W. H. Dunham beaded the

receiving line
of attractive teachers in pretty evening
gowns. Mra. Chariea Sprague, Mrs. Harry
Wentworth, Mrs. Dallas Tracy and Mrs.
J. W. Blaisdell made the introductions,
during w bicb Graftou Bunker and Bernard
Sprague rendered instrumental selections.
Light refrt'shiueuis were served, each participant beariug part of a quotation aud
seeking the lady having the missing final
for hia lunch companion.
Principal R.
E. Stevens, of the high school, made reapouaive remarks in behalf of the teachers.
The program:~mnaic, Mra. Evelyn Banker;
remarks, S. 8. Sea mm on; duet, Mias Genevieve Havey, MiaaLeona DeBeck; remarks,
Lloyd Blaisdell, Rev. W. H. Dunham;
music, Mlsa Genevieve Havey; reading,
Miss Margaret Koch; music, Mrs.Evelyn
Bunker; remarks. Principal R. E. Stevens.
Nov. 13.
B.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Forrest Woodwortbls visiting in
Machiaa.
to

Mrs. Nelson Bunker baa gone to Boston
visit relatives.

R. 11. Springer baa gone to Qardiner,
wbere be is employed.
Charles Ciapbam baa returned from
Carmel to spsnd tbe winter at E. F.

Clapbam’a.
The Christian Endeavor society box
sociable at K. ol P. ball Friday evening
was well attendee.

Bradbury Smith baa moved Irom bis
term in Hancock into one of tbe tenements occupying tbe site of tbe old
Milton hall.
Miss Josephine Bunker spent tbs weekend at borne. Tbe Misses Bunker bave
recently moved to tbe tenement over Lip*

»ky’s

store.

M.

Nov. 13.
NORTH HANCOCK.

Otney

Preble is building

Mrs. Ueorge P. Cline
proving.

a new

is

w

bsrn.

slowly im-

"DON’T TOD FIGDB* ODT THAT I fflOHT
HATE HAD SOMETHING TO DO WITH IT?'

of

lug his desire. There were many easy
ways of doing this. The pleasantest
was to dine luxuriously at some expensive restaurant and then, after declaring Insolvency, be handed over
quietly and without uproar to a police-

Mr. and Mrs. Michael MoKenney,
Fort Fairfield, are visiting tbeir daughter,
Mrs. A. E. Qoogins.

Mr. and Mrs. Clark, Capt. and Mrs.
Nickerson and Miss Margaret Nickerson,
of
Sorrento, war* guests Sunday of Mrs.
M. B. Jay.
Anow.
Nov. 13.

LAMOLNE.
Mix Mildred Smith, who has been at

Bayside a lew weeks,

is home.

Mrs. Jewish Uoolidge, wbo has been in
poor health ell summer, is gradually

tailing.
Mias Edith C. Rice leaves to-day lor
Waterville to spend the winter with her
**»ter, Mrs. A. L. Tripp.
B. H.
Nov. 13.

Use Allen's Foot-Knee.

The antiseptic powder to be shaken Into the
•hoes and sprinkled into the loot- bath. It yon
want rest and comfort tor tired, achlns, swollen, sweating feet, use Allen’s Foot-Base. It
relleees corns and bnnions of all pain and
Prevents blisters, sore and callous spots.
Sold everywhere, Me. Try it to-day.

An

man.

accommodating magistrate

would do the rest.
out
Soapy left his bench and strolled
and across the level sea
of the
of asphalt where Broadway and Fifth

"square

Up Broadway
flow together.
he turned and halted at a glittering
rafe where are gathered together nightly the choicest products of the grape,
the silkworm and the protoplasm.
Soapy had confidence In himself from
the lowest button of hla vest upward.
He was shaved, and his coat was detied
cent, and his neat black, ready
four-ln-hand had been presented to him
avenue

a lady missionary on Thanksgiving
In the
day. If he could reach a table
restaurant unsuspected, success would
be his. The portion of him that wouli
show above the table would raise no
doubt In the waiter’s mind. A roasted

by

“Ah, there, Bedella! Don’t you want
to come and play In my yard?”
The policeman was still looking. The
persecuted young woman had but to
beckon a finger and Soapy would be
practically en route for his Insular haven. Already he Imagined he could feel
the cozy warmth of the station house.
The young woman faced him and,
stretching out a hand, caught Soapy's
coat sleeve.
“Sure, Mike,” she said Joyfully, "If
you'll blow me to a pall of suds. I'd
have spoke to you Sooner, but the cop

citizen:

a

But as Soapy set foot inside the restaurant door the head waiter’s eye fell
upon his frayed trousers and decadent
shoes. Strong and ready hands turned
him aliout and conveyed him In silence
and haste to tbe sldeWalk and averted
the Ignoble fate of tbe menaced mal
lard.

Soapy turned ofT Broadway. It seemed that his route to tbe coveted Island
his bench In Madison square was not to
be an epicurean one. Some
Soapy moved uneasily. When wild other way of
entering limbo must be
geese honk high of nights and when
thought of.
women without sealskin coats
grow
At a corner of Sixth avenue electric
kind to their husbands and when Soapy
lights and cunningly displayed wares
moves uneasily on his bench in the
behind plate glass made a shop winpark you may know that winter Is near dow conspicuous.
Soapy took a cobble
at baud.
stone and dashed It through the glass.
A dead leaf fell In 8onpy's lap. That
People came running around the corwas Jack Frost’s card. Jack Is kind to
ner, a policeman In tbe lead.
Soapy
the regular denizens of Madison square stood still with his hands In
his pockand gives fair warning of his annual ets and smiled at the
sight of brass
call. At the comers of four streets he buttons.
hands his pasteboard to the north wind,
“Where's the man that done that?”
footman of the mansion of All Out- Inquired the officer excitedly.
doors. so that the Inhabitants thereof
“Don’t you figure out that I might
have had something to do with It?"
may mnke ready.
Soapy's mind became cognizant of the said Soapy, not without sarcasm, but
fact that the time had come for him to friendly, as one greets good fortune.
resolve himself into a singular commitThe policeman’s mind refused to actee of ways and means to provide cept Soapy even ns a clew. Men who
ugainst the coming rigor. And there- smash windows do not remain to parfore he moved uneasily on his bench;
ley with the law's minions. They take
The hlberuatorlal ambitions of Soapy to their heels. The policeman saw a
man halfway down the block running
were n"t of tlie highest. In them there
to catch a car. With drawn club he
were no considerations of Mediterranean cruises, of soporific southern skies
Joined In the pursuit. Soapy, with dlsor drifting in the Vesuviuu bay.
Three gust In his heart, loafed along, twice
mouths on the island was what his soul unsuccessful.
On the opposite side of the street
craved. Three months of assured board
and bed nnd congenial company, safe was a restaurant of no great pretenIt catered to large appetites
from Boreas und bluecoats, seemed to sions.
and modest purses. Its crockery and
Soapy tlie essence of things desirable.
For years the hospitable Blackwell's atmosphere were thick, its soup and
Into this place Soapy
had been his winter quarters. Just as napery thin.
his more fortunate fellow New York- took his accuslve shoes and telltale
trousers without challenge. At a table
ers had bought their tickets to Palm
Beach and the Riviera each winter, so he sat and consumed beefsteak, flapSoapy had made his humbler arrange- jacks, doughnuts and pie. And then
to the waiter he betrayed the fact
ments for his annual hcglra to the island. And now the time was come. that the minutest coin and himself
On the previous night three Sabbath were strangers.
"Now get busy and call a cop,” said
newspapers, distributed beneath his I
coat, about his ankles and over his Soapy, "and don’t keep a gentleman
lap. bad failed to repulse the cold as ['waiting.”
“No cop for youse,” said the waiter,
he slept on his bench near the spurting
So with a voice like butter cakes and an
fountain in the ancient square.
the island loomed big and timely In eye like the cherry in a Manhattan
Soapy's mind. He scorned the provi- cocktail. "Hey, Con!”
Neatly upon his'left ear on the calslons made In the name of charity for
the city'* dependents. In Soapy's opin- lous pavement two waiters pitched
ion the law was more benign than Soapy. He arose. Joint by Joint, as a
philanthropy. There was an endless carpenter’s rule opens, and beat the
round of Institutions, municipal and dust from his clothes. Arrest seemed
eleemosynary, on which he might set but a rosy dream. The Island seemed very far away. A policeman who
out and receive lodging and food accordant with the simple life. But to stood before a drug store two doors
away laughed and walked down the
one of Soapy's proud spirit the gifts
V
of charity are Incumbered. If not In street.
Five blocks Soapy traveled before
coin you must pay In humiliation of
spirit for every benefit received at the his courage permitted him to woo caphands of philanthropy. As Caesar had ture again. This time the opportunity
bis Brutus, every bed of charity must presented what he fatuously termed
have Its toll of a bath, every loaf of to himself a "cinch.” A young wombread Its compensation of a private an of a modest and pleasing guise was
and personal inquisition, wherefore it standing before a show window gatla bettor to be a guest of the law, ing with sprightly Interest at its diswhich, though conducted by rules, does play of shaving mugs and inkstands,
and two yards from the window a
not meddle unduly with a gentleman's
large policeman of severe demeanor
private affairs.
Soapy, having decided to go to the leaned against a water plug.
It was Soapy's design to assume the
Island, at once set about accomplishrole of the despicable and execrated
"masher.”
The refined and elegant appearance of his victim and the contiguity of the conscientious cop encouraged him to believe that he would
soon feel the pleasant official clutch
upon hla arm that would insure his
winter quarters on the right little,
tight little isle.
Soapy straightened the lady missionary's ready made tie, dragged his
shrinking cuffs Into the open, set his
hat at a killing cant and sidled toHe made
ward the young woman.
eyes at her, was taken with sudden
coughs and “hems," smiled, smirked
and went brazenly through the Impudent and contemptible litany of the
With half an eye Soapy
"masher."
saw that the policeman was watching
him fixedly. The young woman moved away a few steps and again bestowed her absorbed attention upon
the shaving mugs.
Soapy followed,
boldly stepping to her side, raised his
hat and said:

aMitrtfwnunt*.

The policeman twirled his club, turned bis back to Soapy and remarked to

j
j
i ously.

"Of course.” said the umbrella man
—"that Is—well, you know how these
mistakes occur. I—If It’s your umbrella I boi>e you'll excuse me.
I
picked It op this morning In a restaurant If yon recognize it as yours, why,
I hope yon'll”—
"Of course It's

mine!”

said

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

»

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use lor over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been mode under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/wtMw
Allow no one to deceive you In this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are but
that
trifle
with and endanger the health of
Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment*

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other JJarcotio
substance. Its age is its guarantee, it destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years It
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Soapy

viciously.
The ex-umbrella man retreated. The
to assist a tall blond

CASTOR IA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

policeman hurried

j

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought
THE

CENTAUW

COMPANY,

VOWK CITY.

NEW

CLARIONS FOR EVERY
in

cooking and heating include
sizes, styles and equipments of

"WI.'VE INSTBtTCTIONS TO LAVE THEM BE."
In an opera cloak across the street hi
frout of a street car that was ap
proachlng two blocks away.
Sonp.v walked eastward through a’
street damaged by improvements. lie
hurled the umbrella wrathfully into an
exeavufion. lie muttered against the
who
wear
helmets and carry
men
clubs. Because he wanted to fall into
their clutches they seemed to regard
him as u king who could do no wrong.
A1 length Soapy reached one Of the
avenues to the east where the glitter
and turmoil was but faint. He set his
face down this toward Madison squarefor the homing instinct survives even
when the home Is a park bench.
But

on

an

uuusualiy quiet

Here was
came to a standstill.
old church, quaint and rambling and
gabled. Through one violet stained
window a soft light glowed, where, no
doubt, the organist loitered over the
keys, making sure of his mastery of
the coming Sabbath anthem, for there
drifted out to Soapy’s ears sweet musi
that caught and held him transfixed
against the convolutions of the iron
fence.
The moon was above, lustrous and
serene: vehicles and pedestrians were
few; sparrows twittered sleepily lu
the eaves. For a little while the scene
might have been a country churchyard. And the anthem that the organist played cemented Soapy to the iron
fence, for he had known it well in the
days when his ttfe contained such
things as a mother and roses and am
bitlons and friends and Immaculate
thoughts and collars.

Soapy

The conjunction of Soapy's receptive
state of mind and the Influence about
the old church wrought a sudden and
He
wonderful change in his bouI.
viewed with swift horror the pit into
which he had tumbled, the degraded
days, unworthy desires, dead hopes,
wrecked faculties and base motives
that made up bis existence.

his heart rethis novel mood.
An instantaneous and strong impulse
moved him In battle with his desperate fate. lie would pull himself ou!
of the mire: ho would make a man of
himself again; he would conquer thi
evil that hud taken possession of him.
There was time. Ho was comparatively
young yet; he would resurrect his old
ambitions and pursue them
eager
Those solemn but
without faltering.
sweet organ nutes had set up a revoluwas watching.”
tion hi him. Tomorrow he would go
With the young woman playing the Into the roaring downtown districl
clinging lry to his oak Soapy walked and And work. A fur importer had
past the policeman, overcome with once offered him a place as driver.
He would And him tomorrow and ask
gloom. He seemed doomed to liberty.
At the next corner he shook off his' for the position. He would be some
companion and ran. He halted In the t body In the world. He would—
district where by night are found the
Soapy felt a hand laid on his arm.
lightest street, hearts, vows and li- He looked quickly around Into the
Women In furs and men In broad face of a policeman.
brettos.
greatcoats moved gayly In the wintry
“What are you doin’ here?” asked
air. A sudden fear seized Soapy that the officer.
had
dreadful
enchantment
rendertome
“Nothin’," said Soapy.
ed him Immune to arrest The thought
“Then come along," said the policeof
a
and
little
panic upon It,
brought
man.
came
another
when he
upon
policeman
“Three months on the Island,” said
lounging grandly In front of a tran- the
magistrate in the police court the
at
Imhe
the
caught
splendent theater
next morning.
mediate straw of “disorderly condnot”
On the sidewalk Soapy began to yell
A miser grows rich by seeming poor;
drunken gibberish at the top of his
harsh voice. He danced, howled, raved an extravagant man grows poor by
and otherwise disturbed the welkin.
seeming rich.—Shenstone.
And also in

a

moment

sponded thrillingly

to

great variety.
Whatever your cooking or heating problem is a Clarion will solve
it for you.
Clarions

—they

always economize fuel
so carefully and

made

are

fitted so accurately that they con- I
trol the fire absolutely.
Small t
repair cost is another advantage
as any Clarion dealer will tell you.
the
WOOD r,
Sold

CO.
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NEWS

corner

an

PURPOSE]

SOOTH PENOBSCOT.

Mrs. Clan Gny iff in Cleveland, O., with
Hr. and Mrs. Basil Barrett.

SEAL COVE.
Un. Lacy Pervear and Mies Georgia
Reed are at home from Northeast Harbor.
Miss Lisbetb Kelley, of Bernard, visited
her sister, Miss Helen Kelley, and spent
part of the week with her grandmother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hodgdon, at Bayaide.

Harry Sands and wife, o( Hallowell, recently visited their aunt, Mrs. George
Leach.
School dosed Nov. 10, after a successful
nine weeks, taught by Miss Gertrude Bowden, of Castine.
term of

A quiet wedding took place at the
BaptiBt parsonage on Friday evening,
Ralph Prye, wife and little daughter Nov. 10, when Artie Deforest Snowman
have returned to Harrington for the win- and
Ruby A. Williams, both of Rucks port,
ter. Mrs. Frye and daughter spent the were married.
The room in whioh the
summer with her parents,
Martin Lunt
ceremony took place was prettily deconted
and wife.
with geraniums and pine boughs.
The
couple stood upon the “eagle rug,’’ now
BAPTIST ENTERTAINMENT.
The entertainment given by the Baptist become famous for it’s history, and in recent days, having been the point of desociety and friends, at the ball on the
of so many couples on the sea of
evening of Nov. 6, was a decided success parture
The couple was accompanied
socially and financially. Music, recita- matrimony.
After
tions and dialogues made up a pleasing by friends from their home town.
the ceremony, the party repaired to the
program.
Mitchell bouse, where dinner and refresh8inging..V.Chorus of men’s voices ments were
served.
They have the best
Dialogue, Doing Poor Work Don’t Pay
Recitation.Theolyj Rumill
Recitation.Lyllis Lunt
Reading, How He Saved St. Michael’s,
Miss Blanche Dow
Recitation.Lester Lunt
Exercise, Making Pumpkin Pie
Recitation.
Phyllis Lunt
Reading.Madeline Farrell

Solo.Gwendolyn Kelley
Recitation, Legend of Bregenx... .Lida Butler
Recitation.Letha Bartlett
Solo.
Georgia Reed
Recitation.Willie McKeowu
Recitation.George Lunt
Singing.Chorus of men’s voices
Lurlene Rumill
Recitation...
The Modern Christian’s Prayer,
Helen Kelley
Singing, Star Spangled Banner

Miss Louise Heath was piauist.
After the entertainment, a supper was
served. Ice-cream, cake and coffee were
also on sale. The tables were liberally
patronized. About |26 was realized, with
Much credit is due
but light expenses.
Miss Helen Kelley, who was in charge of
the entertainment, and worked faithfully
to make the affair a success; also to the
ladies of the supper committee, Mrs. C. £.
Ashley, Mrs. J. A. Gray, Mrs. E. P. Lunt,
Mrs. Powers.
N.
Nov. 10.

wishes

W. D. Walls spent a part of the week at
Southwest Harbor with his brother Jacob.
Nov. 13.N.
Rheumatism Follows Kxposure.
la the rain all day is generally followed
twinges of * heumatism or neuralpainful
by
gia. Sloan’s Liniment will give you quick
relief and prevent the twinges from becoming
torture. It quickly penetrates without rubbing and soothes the sore and aching Joints.
For sore, stiff, exbausteo muscles that ache
and throb from overwork, Sloan’s Liniment
affords quick relief. Bruises, spraius, strains
and .other minor injuries to children are
quiekly soothed by Sloan’s Liniment. Get a
bottle to-day at your Druggist, 26c,

L.

AURORA.
Mr*. Hannah

Chick, ot Steuben, visited

here last week.

I

W. N. Crosby, wile and son visited in
Bangor and Brewer last week.
U. S. Dorr has returned from Bangor,
he has been lor treatment.

where

Ray McQoon and family are living with
Mrs. McGoon’s parents, L. Palmer and
wife.
Mrs. George Dorman, ot Franklin, N.
H., is visiting her parents, James Richardson and wife.
Mr. Richardson is in

poor health.
Nov. 13.

M.
GREAT POND.

E. R. Williams has his new house
pleted, and has moved in.

com-

Ransom Williams recently fractured
bone in his wrist when cranking his car.

a

Burns Avery has gone to Boston with
Dr. Sawyer, who will employ him as
chaufleur.
Howard Lord,

_

Kenneth Hodgdon and wife plan to
spend the winter in Dennysville.

of their many friends.

Nov. 13.

as a

side issue, has caught
two foxes, a bear’s

large bobcat, a coon,
foot, and a skunk.

s

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Clark, Lewis
Shuman and family from Franklin, took
dinner Sunday with J. R. Shuman.
Burns Avery, while working on the island recently, cut his ankle badly. Fortunately Dr. Sawyer was there, and dressed
the wound when he got to camp.
Nov. 11.
E.

Itching, bleeding, protruding

or

have yielded to Doan’s Ointment.
stores—Adet.

blind piles
Me at all

a 1

V
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A summary at Urn November crop report tor Main* aa compiled by the boreao
of crop estimates U. 8. department of
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Potatoes —Estimate this year, 25.500,000
bushels; production last year, final esti-
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mate, 22.010,000 bushels.

Hay-September
production last

of Tte

1533 000 tons;
final
estimate,

estimate.
year,

1.307.000 tons.

—REPUBLICANS

for another term

730.000
Prices—The first price given below is
the average on November 1 this year, and
the second the average on November 1
cents per
aDd
last year.
Wheat,
bushel. Corn, 138 and 81.
Oats, 70 and
57. Potatoes, 144 and 80. Hay. fl3 90and
|10.00 per ton. Eggs. 42 and 28 cents per
barrels.

mate,

2,300

Tbe Klectloa
The re-election of President Wilson
However we may
seems assured.

doren.

have voted, however bitterly we may
have been opposed to the re-election

___

NORTH SULLIVAN.

of President Wilson, we must recogThis Is
nize the trill of the majority.
Tbe
a government by the people.
have said Wilson, that’s all.

Everett Jettison is visiting in Boston.
Arthur Scott recently purchased a Ford
car.

people

Mrs.

Ada Williams vent to Bar Harbor

republicans, Monday.

the electoral
President

college

Wilson has 272

There is little satisfaction in poTbe slogan,
litical post-mortems.

port, Conn.

and misleading, ‘‘he kept us
to have won the

the church

war,” seems
fight against red
canism, the spirit
of

blooded
of

Evangelist ic

As believers in the principle of protection of home industries by efficient
tariff legislation, we may view with
alarm the continuation of democratic
but tbe division of

administration,

the national House is so close that
legislation will bate little
The South is still in the
chance.
radical

saddle, but its seat has been badly
With a larger proportion
shaken.
of democratic congressmen from tbe
West, the interests of which are more
nearly those of tbe North, we can
hope for leas sectional legislation,
or legislation openly antagonistic to
the northern manufacturing states.
While we must recognize President

are

being held in

this week.

Mrs. Mary Orcntt,
Franklin, recently
visited her mother, Mrs. Susan Hooper.

’seventy-six,

whatever cost.

services

o(

Ameri-

which believes in the protection of
American
and
American
rights,
citizens wherever they may be, at

an

There

tion

in
in

the

these

be

Eddie Dickens and Arthur Scott have
Long Core, after a week here.

to

general result

Following

apparently

is

some

one or

will not

be affected.

electoral college as it
to-day:
Hughes Wilson

Alabama.

..

Arkansas.

..

California.

..

Colorado.

..

Connecticut.

Delaware.
Florida.
Georgia.
Idaho.
Illinois.

Maine.
ary land.

U

..

Arizona.

13

6

..

14

..

4

29
15
13

..

..

10
13

..

10

..

Minnesota.

12

Mississippi.

..

10
18

..

4
8

Mae. Joan F.

Ko Erf.
(Hate atreet. Ellsworth.
toO. K. Fiwnt-p.
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«7f7. of tbe Hancock
Strinfi bank. Finder will
County
pleaee return to Hascock Cocirrr S a vise*
Bam», Elieworth. Me.

We manu
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A*k for price H*t.
State and French Sta.. Bangor. Me.
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boy

3

12
5
24

10

9
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20
4

Vermont.

13
..

258

styles tken^My. Mailed
The supply
on receipt of 26c, coin.
limited,write to-day. Address:
STYLES PUBLISHING HOUSE
Gtevmyiflt, N. Y.
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..
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OF MAINS.

To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court is and for the count; of Hancock:
represents George R.
Harbor, count; of
of Maine, guardian of
Alvah D. Rich, a minor of Tremont. in aaid
county. That aaid minor Is the owner of cer
tain real estae. situated In Tremont. in aaid
Being
count;, and described aa follows, vi*
an undivided two thirds of the following lot
or parcel of land:
Beginning on the shore or
bank at the soothes*! corner of a lot of land
formerly owned by Maurice R Rich, thence
north
west, bnt aiwavs following aaid
Rich's line, twenty four rods to the soother!;
side of the town road; thence southeaster*;
by the southerly aide of aaid road four rods
and nine links to an iron bolt in the ground;
thence south 45r east seventeen and one-half
rods to an tton bolt on the bank; thence on
same course to high water mark; thence southI1 eriy by bighwater mark to the point of beginning and containing one-half acre more or
I leas, with one-half of the buildings thereon.
Also all the right, title and interest to the
shore and flats between the side lines esThat it
tended to low water respectively.
would be for the benefit of said minor that
aaid real estate and buildings thereon aboold
be sold and the proceeds placed at Interest.
Wherefore he prays that he may be licensed
to sell and convey at private sale said real estate for the purposes aforesaid.
Dated at Booth west Harbor this M da; of
November, 191€.
Gao. R. Pctxam.
Guardian as aforesaid.
Fuller of
RESPECTFULLY
Hancock and State

Southwest
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W isconsin.
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Wyoming.
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NOTICK.
C. 8. District Court. Mslna District.
PonTLsns. October 17. Ilia.
to tba mice of tbe Dtalrict
Coart of the Untied States for tbe District of Maine, notice ia hereby tlrcn. that
Fulton J. Redman, of Rliaworth. in aaid
district, has applied for admission a. an attorney and counsellor of acid District Court.
Jamil B- Hbwit. Clerk.

—

8TATB OP MAINE.

Eastern Steamship Lines
ALL-TBB.WAY-BI.WATKB

Z72

Harcoci m. At a Probate Court held at
Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
on the eighth
in the year of
day of November
our Lord one thousand
nine buodred and
sixteen.
On the foregoing petition Ordered. That
notice thereof be given to all pe ace* interested, bv causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks aucceaeively la the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in
said county, that they may appear a* a pr<»bau court to be held at Ellsworth in and for
said county. on the fifth day of December a. d.
1*16, at inn o'clock in the fimnoon. and sh--*w
can***, if ary thev have why the prayer of the
petitioner snould not be granted.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest: h. E. Cmasb, Register.

| The political complexion of the national
operation for appendicitis in Lewiston, I House of
Representative* remain* In Turb'a* Steel Steamships BELFAST and
has returned home, and is slowly improvTbe cecision in severs! close
doubt.
CAMDEN
ing.
Leave Bsngor Mondays. Wednesday*.Thors- j
votes, or where there are contests, may
at 11 a m. for Wioterand
Saturdays
days
Crabtree A Havey, Dunbar Bros, snd throw tbe majority one way or the other,
At tbe time of tbe enactment of
port. Buckeport. Sear sport. Belfast, Camden.
few men at but at present it seems that tbe republi- Rockland and Boston
tbe Adamson law, which required tbe Hooper, Havey A Co. hsve a
RETURNING—Leave India wharf. Boston.
work this week, cutting New York curb- cans have slightly tbe better of it. In any
railroads to increase tbe wages of
Mondays. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
event, neither republicans nor democrats at 6 p m.
ing.
engineers, firemen, conductors, and
BAR HARBOR LINE
John Bagley and wife, who hsve been will have * safe working majority, and
brakemen, attention was called by
Leave Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
and socialists in the
visiting Mrs. Bagley’s parents, Mr. and tbe few progressives
6
16
a m. for Bar Harbor and intermediate
at
republican leaders to the injostioe of Mra. J. B. Havey, have returned to Beal House bold tbe balance of power.
landings.
■VITICI or rOKKCLOfll'KK.
RETURN—Leave Bar Harbor V ndsys and
legislation of this character. It was Harbor.
Following is tbe complete and corrected
Eve F. Candage, of Bluehill.
and interThursdays, at 9 a m. for Rock'
bv her mortgage deed
dated May
class legislation, pure and simple.
vote of Hancock county by towns:
land
mediate
logs.
Harris
Bunker and wife and Mrs.
twenty first. 1919. and recorded in the HanBLUEHILL LINE
Those men were already the highest
cock registry of deeds, book «*», page 976. conDem
Rep
Charles Grave* and son, of Northeast
Leave Rockland Wednesdays end Saturdays veyed to me the undersigned certain parcels
Hughe* Wilson
paid railroad employes. Not much Harbor, were guests of Clyde Robertson
at 5.16 a m, for Bluehill and intermediate land- of r*el estate situate in Bluehill, Hancock
33
22
Amherst.
county, and bounded as follows, to wit:
attention was paid, however, to the and wife Sunday.
13
14
KtcRN Leave Bluehill Mondays snd First lot: Beginning at or near Daniel F.
Aurora.
H.
Nov. U.
plea based upon the injostioe of the
Thursday*, at 9 a m, for Rockland a id inter- Treworgy'a land that Daniel L. Wyman
158
178
Bluebill.
bought of J Perktua, containing twenty five
mediate landings.
discrimination.
however,
Now,
acres more or less,
for description see said
96
M
Brookhn.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
107. page Bt. Second
registry of deeds, book
eighty per oent, of tbe railroad em209
211
MAINE STEAMSHIP LIME
lot:
on line of land owned by
Buckaport.
Beginning
Mias In* Banker returned from ■ visit
A. Snow, two rods from the corner
Charles
98
ployes, who were not considered in
84
Brooksville.
Between Portland and New.York. Replaced of L. B.
Thompson’s pa-tme; thence north
Schedule disfares snd stateroom prices.
the Adamson bill, are being beard st Bar Harbor Sunday.
91
128
Caatine.
4*° east to land of V. C. Cooary; thence west
turbed. Information on request.
a
is
Master
on said C onary's land to land formerly
Clyde
spending
Sparling
34
23
from. A petition signed by 400,000
Crmn berry Isles.
erly
of r. 8. Bray; then somberly to corner of
36
17
Dedham.
railroad workers will be presented to tew days at Manaet with his sister.
field; thence easterly by said Bray land to
METROPOLITAN LIME.
place of beginning, containing twelve acres
121
117
Friends o! Fred Steele, of this place, Deer Die.
Congress in December, protesting
Between
Boston
and
New
Direct
York, more or lee*. Third lot: Beginning on the
42
16
who is now in Connecticut, were sorry to East brook.
east aide of the road leading from Bnrkaport
IS 1-9 Honrs.
against the injustice of disregarding
at the northwest corner i land formerly of
461
learn of his accident last week, when a Eden.
436
Rome via Cape Cud Canal.
whatever claims they may have for
L. B. Thompson; thence easterly on *ai<l
415
348
Express Steel Steamships MASSACHU- Thompson’s
large weight fell on him, crashing him Eltaarortb.
north line to land of J. P. and V.
increased compensation. The AdamSETTS and BUNKER HILL,
C Coaary; thence northerly on said cooary
91
136
Franklin.
badly.
son bill was a Woodrow Wilson measLeave North tide, India Wharf, Boston, west line to land of N. Stover; thence on said
i
91
109
Hamor and Mrs. Emma Goulds boro.
Mrs. John
week days and Sundays at (on. Same ter- Stover's south line to land of William Ward!
are, designed to get the votes of the Birlem have returned from a visit at
well; thence on said Ward well’s south line to
62
97
vice returning from Pier 18, North River, foot
Egg Hancock.
the road; thence southerly on said road till
of Murray St., New York City.
railroad engineers,
32
50
firemen, con- Rock.
Lamoine.
it strikes land of Elijah Harrlman; then
T.
O.
SANBORN, Agent, Bangor.
around
said Harrlman'a land about three
12
28
Mariasille.
ductors, and brakemen, wbo are the
Miss Evelyn Whitney, who has been
acres to the road;
thence southerly by the
173
180
railroad employees with the most
Mt. Desert.
road to first bounds, containing one hundred
the guest of Millard Sparling and wife,
and twenty-five acres more or lees, together
101
97
OrDnd.
influence.
legal
political
went to Isles ford Sunday for a few days
with the buildings standing thereon.
And
15
10
whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
before going to MUltown to visit her OtD.
STATE OF MAINE.
beea brekeo now. therefore, by reason of the
The department of commerce has
95
114
Penobscot
Hahcock sa.
breech of the conditions, I claim a foreclosare
parents.
123
76
Sedgwick.
just issued its monthly summary of
undersigned. Josephine P. Thomas. of said mortgage.
Francis Sparling has returned from AnLao BUTT A W. QaiRDLB,
48
63
of
Oak
Cook
Park,
county, Illinois,
exports and imports for the month of tigonish, N. S., where he has been the Burry.
By O. P. ComriromAM.
hereby gives notice that the hsa been duly
206
71
Nov. 11,1*16.
Her attorney.
guardian of Julia B. Lord sad
September. That statement shows gueet of J. C. Crosby and family for some Btonington.
aptointed
89
102
Hasel M. Lord, both of Ellsworth, Hancock
Sullivan'.
that we sold to foreign countries time.
county, Maine, and that she has appointed To ell
26
11
Sorrento.
persons interested In either of the esGeorge R. Lord, of said Ellsworth, as hei
$351,000,000 more than we purchased
tates hereinafter nsmed:
Mrs. Harvey Stanley, who has been Southwest Harbor.
91
89
sgent within the Stats of Maine, and she At a
:
probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
from them. Including Canada in the visiting her parents in Old Town, is home.
thst service of any legal process
agrees
49
25
for
the
Swan’s DDnd.
consty of Hancock, on the fourteenth
against her as snch guardian shall, if made
Hat of nations at war, this balance in ;
day of November, being an adjourned ses75
Mias Evelyn Whitney gave a talk on Tremont.
49
on such sgent, have like effect as it made on
sion of the November a. d. ills term of aaid
b«r personally within the State of Maine.
our favor can be accounted for enbouse
the
34
health
at
25
Community
court.
Trenton.
public
▲11 persona having demands against the esfollowing matters having been pre14
30
tate of Julia E. Lord sod Hasel M. Lord are
tirely by our trade growing out of the Saturday evening.
Verona.
sented for the action thereapon hereindesired
to present the same for settlement,
16
war in Earope.
In fact, no other
31
after indicated, It Is hereby ordered:
That
Mr. Rowe, of Lewiston, gave a Y. M. Waltham.
and all indebted thereto are requested to
notice thereof be given to ail persona inter38
74
make payment immediately.
deduction la possible in view of the C. A. address at the church Sunday eve- Winter Harbor.
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
Josaraiaa
P.
Thomas.
10
5
Do. 33 Plantation.
published three weeks successively In the
November 15.1918.
reports of the departments of com- ning.
Ellsworth American, a newepap*r published
6
13
Several of the children are having Long DL Piss.
merce in 1914, showing that after the
at Ellsworth. In aaid county, that
may
subecrlber
notice
that appear at a probate court to be heldthey
14
6
bersoy gives
No. 21 PDntation.
some families having
at BUocough,
whooping
demooratic tariff law got into full
he has been duly appointed adminisI
worth. In said county, on the fifth day of
trator of the estate of
November, a. d. ISIS, at tan of the clock la the
3191
3308
awing and before the outbreak of the
IDA H. GRAY, late of CA8TINH.
forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see
The detective, Mr. Brown.who has been
war in Earope, the balance of trade
in the oounty of Hanoock, deceased, and cause.
left
on
the
here,
Friday
robbery
working
Joseph M. Higgins, late at Ellsworth, la
given bonds as the law directs. All per- Mid
was against us.
night.
county, deceased. Petition that CharlM
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present P. Dorr or some other suitable person be apChar lea Richardson and Mias Natlia
pointed administrator of the estate of said
the earns for settlement, sod all indebted
COUNTY GOSS IP.
th-reto are requested to make payment lm- 4;c«ssd. preseated by Frankie K. Paine, one
Gourley, ot Philadelphia, were married at
of the heirs at law of said deceased.
mea lately.
Seal Harbor last week,
Joseph M. Higgles, late of Ellsworth, In
Nov. 8, 1918.
Bannov H. Giay.
of
North
Mrs. C. E. Googins,
Hancock,
Boomt.
Not. U.
Mid couaty, deceased. Petition that Alios H.
j
deotter some other suitable person be ap
seeds The American two English daisies,
subscriber
hereby fivee notice that
rpHE
administrator of tbs estate of Mid
late bloomers picked from her garden
X the has been duly appointed eseeaJo Tired Worn-out Mothers
cessed, presented by CharlM B. Higgins,
tris of the last will and teetaasent of
An testers are la the curious position
nephew aad creditor of salduteceased.
Monday, Nov. 13.
feel
dull
Min.—"I
Jackson,
repaid CHABLB8 0. BUBBILL. late of BLL8- BBBTBAND B. CLANK,
Judge of said Court
of being practically unable to open for writing this letter if I can help any
A true copy of the original.
WOBTSt
Winter started with s rash. A ten-inch
mother
or bookkeeper
worn-out
tired,
Attest:—B. E. Cnaaa. Bagla ter.
la the county of
mouths. It may almost bo said.
their
Hancock,
on
doeaaaad,
fair
for
fall of snow yesterday was pretty
to And health and strength aa 1 hare. bondi being required by the terms of said will,
that they hare no mouths to
“I hare a family of fire, aew, cook dll penona haring demands against the esthe first flurry of the season, and a drop Indeed,
tate of said
TB* eubewlber hereby sires soUm that
ere desired to present
round
a
There
is
small,
Just
had do my housework and I heeama the same fordeceased
1 he baa been duly appointed administraof the thermometer this morning to eight open.
settlement, and all indebted tor
of the aetata of
in
health.
A
friend
the
run-down
thereto
are
of
much
to
at
end
snout,
through
make
orifice
the
! very
requseted
payment Imabove zero gave a real touch of winter.
THOMAS
M. STANLEY, lata of CBANmediately.
did
ao
and
now
I
asked
me
to
Vinol,
I
like
try
which about two feet of worm
Nor (. ms.
Paancas D. Bonnitx.
BBSBY ISLBS,
well and strong and my old time
Mrs. Lois Trueworthy, who keeps houte tongue can wriggle out, and as this : | am
*■
‘ha
county of Hancock, dacaaaad. and
haa been restored. Vinol has ao
bonds as the law directs.
for her two sons, E. B. and D. Q. True- tongue la bathed with liquid glue in- | energy
glean
All perWhen
the
mailorder house finds a Mas baaing demands
! superior aa n tonic for worn-out, runagainst the astat a
worthy, at West Ellsworth, has made stead of aallTa oTery ant which it down, tired mothers or housekeepers.”
of said
deceased
are desired to
present
town
whose
local
merchants
do
not ad the aasu for settlement, and all Indebted
within six months, from May 16 to Nov. 10,
touches adheres to It, and the animal I te-Mrs J. N. Msumr, Jackson, hOas.
Ms req nested to make
payment im
it fattens its catalogue mailing
«17 pounds of butter from six oows. Can
vertise,
licks the insects up by hundreds at a Geo. ▲. Parcher, Druggist, Ellsworth. Also
Mniaitm L. AIXan.
any other woman at the age of seventyHot. A tflf.
[ at the leading drag stores in all Mains Tonws I lieu
Mount Desert, Me.
three do better?
looks like a

waiting

game, with a republican or nearly neutral House and
a democratic Senate.
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either *
tates HnWttr-1At» probate coart held at El
a.
•* tit
tot the cousty of lutoekI.worth
aT?
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d.rot
T“* follow! a* matt era had nr k_.
seated for tks aottoa
He.
Her I ad tested, it is
hereby ora
notice thereof be (Ires to all
rated, by cassia* a oopy if
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pobllsbed three
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IherrJonT?.
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Ellewortb American, a a«epaSII,'£1i* kt
at Ellsworth, la said
eooaty, ,{£{ fi..^**b«l
appear at a probate roart to be
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he'd

the foreoooa. aad be

heard

thereof lu£^

Stsahea D.Ooaary. late of
Blaehln |.
county, deosaaad. Aoertaln
to be the last will
■sat
tote! her

„u

lnstrnn».?
.I!'-

P°rt|B*

ofjsaiddeceased,

by

wlthpetfr-

«.«« «.

BijiM, lete of Ellsworth
■old county, deceased. A oertain
per port log to be Ike last will end
of Kid deceeeed. together with
probate thereof, and for the appi,
the executors without dlrloi;
wuled by Mart I a H. Hejne. and
*
Heyoev the executors therein named
Merle B. Perry, late of Ellsworth. |n..„
county, deceased. A certain Instrument
porting to be the last will and
*
said dec*need, together with
for
beta thereof, nod for the
executrix withont gislng bond,
Mery H. Black, the execnta.
Thomas J. Byrne, late of Eden
Petition that w,,.?
county, deceased
Byrne or some other suitable
point^ ndminlet ntor of the e.t„,
7 A B)'°r

ln«^J>
leau?"1

»eu3^?“

boeK”’1*

testaZif.

petitTon

eppSuSiS'Vti
preventeai!
thfreiT^S
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2rStdSi£2Jd
Johu r.

Whitcomb, late of Ell..0,th
said county, decerned
Final acco0„i J
Benjamin B. Whitcomb, sdmintatraror fiw
‘K

for settlement.
Charlotte B. Whittaker. Isle of Franklin i,
sad county, daces-»d
Second and final w
eoaai of Frank 8. Binlsdsll. administrate.'
““*•
Sled for settlement.
William P. ■* ood ward, late oi BMswnnk t.
said county, decenued.
Plrst and final
conn! ol Wiliam H
Tims, admlalstramr
filed for sett.erne at.
Francis D. Long, late of Blnehlll, |0
Plr.1 sod final
county, deceased
Harvey P. Long, administrator. C. t. ,
for Mttlemeat.
Alcenne Hlxgiae. late of Eden, in ,,,
county, doeeaeed. Ptret uccoon: of
H Higgins, esecotor. filed 'or set irment
O. Calvin Havey. 1s t of Franklin, in w d
Plrst sod fin.I secovnt'ct
count), deceased
Lacy E. Hava), aascutits. filed tor neuli.
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they will go into the woods.
Galen Havey, who recently underwent
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Lysander Hooper and Ralph Stanley
From
Bangor Monday night.

and pung—Apply
WattTCOMB. Ellsworth.

6
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went to

oa

CELintrfc.

..

four years, we believe another two
years will see the republicans in fnll
control of Congress.
Until then it

note Player Piano, but
terms, or liberal disat or write to IS High

Eighty-eight
used,
easy
ONElittle
for cash. Call

hast.
6

Missouri.
>>
Montana.
Mrs. William Carpenter end Mrs. Ronert
Nebraska.
Abel are visiting their husbands in GardNevada.
iner.
4
New Hampshire.
Mrs. AUie Mscomber, of Franklin, is New
14
Jersey.
E.
RobertMrs.
H.
her
daughter,
visiting
New Mexico.
son.
45
New York.
Mrs. Clara
Haskell entertained the North Carolina.
Golden Rule society Wednesday afterNorth Dakota.
coon.
Ohio.
Mra. Guaeie Smith and little eon, of Oklahoma.
5
Hancock, are visiting her sister, Mrs. £L Oregon
38
Pennsylvania.
Dickens.
5
Rhode Island.
Mra. Rosetta Banker, of South GouldsSooth Carolina.
boro, visited Mr*. Catherine Robertson
5
South Dakota.
last week.
Tennessee...*.
Lorenzo Bragdon and wife, of Franklin,
Texas.
have been visiting their daughter, Mr*.
Utah.
Clyde Robinson.
4

Wilson as oar President for another

and »

count
»t real.

3
9

..

18
15

Virginia.
Washington.

12 Current. 12 Rasp
Si raw harry Plants,
lor
your ordara along. Thi<
is to introduce our good* 15 years’ experience
in the business. Writ* lor frea catalogues.
Hancock Covwty Nuiibit Co.* Surry, Me.

7
3

Massachusetts.
Michigan.

returned to

Frank Hooper, Robert Petrie, Peter
Bunker and Rodney Asbe have gone to
Gardiner to work.

on

maim*

_

Gooseberry.
TWELVE
berry Bust
all
fl.TS. Sand
re

ok

THE

sait.

two contests,

the

stands

When
lining of the BaatacHan Tube
tbla tube la Inflamed yon have a rambling
eoond or Imperfect bearing, and when It la
entirely cloned. Deafneea 1* the re*nil. and
nnleee the Inflammation can bo taken oat
and Ibis tube rentored to it* normal condition. bearing will be deetroyed forever; nine
cane* oat of ten are ceased by Catarrh,
which Is nothing bat ha inflamed condition
of the mocoa* aarfncee.
We wilt give One Haadred Dollar* for aoy
eaeo of Deafne** (ennaed by catarrh) that
cannot
be cared by Hal)** Catarrh Care.
Head for circular* free.
T. J. CHB.NET * CO- Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Drjggtata. TSc.
Take Hall'* family fill* for conat.patlon.
coma

stand.

the electoral vote of California

official count, and

but the

votes

mn

Vetto*.

H*>corn •« —< lerk’e o«c», Repreme Judicial
Court. November It, u. d. ltl*.
following In the disposition of nock
appealed cane and Indictment for viola
tton of the law* regulating the neu and ente of
Into noting liquors male ut tie October
term u. d in*. publUkrd lu accordance with
the provletone of cbupler M, section ft of the
revised etetntnc of Maine
Fonr
mate of Maine vs Michael McCauley.
Sol pros bv oounty attorney, lor lack
caaev
of evidence, againet consent of presiding
lust Ice.
Four
Mate of Maine vs. Thomas landers
Sol pros bt county o’toroey for luck
cur<
of evideoce. against consent of presto log
lattice.
One
State of Maine vs. Walter Mehan.
case. Scire facias issued. Continued.
State of Maine vs Edward J. Oeaghau. Two
can q.
Capi • issued.
S*ate ot Maine vs. D. A. Herliby. One csw,
Nol pro* bv county attorney for lack of evidence. against consent of presiding justice.
State of Maine va. Henry Ryder, line case.
Co* tinned.
State of Maine va George Weecott. Two
cases
Capias issued.
One
State of Maice vs. Harold Warren.
Mittimus issued.
case
State of Ms‘oe ra Prank Cunningham. Nol
pro* by county attorney for lack of evidence,
Two
against consent of presiding Justice
cases. Principal and sureties defaulted. Scire
facies issued.
State of Maioe vs. Henry W. Larkin. One
case
Capias to issue in vacation.
Three
State of Maine vs. Cbarles Cirone.
Noi pros.
cases.
Stale of Maine vs. Mary M Joy. Pour cases.
Indictments filed.
One
State of Maine rs. William Morphy.
Pine of $!• and coats. Paid. One case
css*.
sentenced » days in Jail. One cnee. Nol pros.
On* esse. Indictmeut quashed. Three cases.
Continued.
State of Maine vs. Thomas L. Donovan Two
ca«e.
Capias issued
State of Msine vs. H. R. Googina. Two cases.
Continued
Two
State of Maine vs. John A. Harrison.
cases. Cspiss Issued.
Two
State of Maine ve. Poeter Kelland.
cates.
Capias leaned
Two
State of Maine vs Prank Patterson.
cases.
Capias issued
State of Maine vs. Charles A. Weaver. Two
Three eases
Indictments quashed.
casesPlea aot guilty. Recognised in snm of WOO in
each esse. Continued
State of Maine vs. Arthur Hnntoa.
Bight
cases. Capias issued
Plve
State of Maine vs. Eddie Callahan.
c
*es.
Capias issued
A. *i:—P. T. Maiokbt. Clerk 8. J. Court
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and Judge This CflHflctin Is Far tlw Frvft Gmnrs
election in
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slight variafigures, due to a possible
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by local application*, aa thny cannot reach
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by co oatl rational reeled lee
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It is the closest

Hughes 250.

split

Dow

democrats, or socialists, or what
James Walton moved to Seal Harbor
Indiana.
not, for another four years. While, Monday.
Iowa.
the
as republicans, we may regret
Edwaid Dockbam and wife are visiting
Kansas.
decision, as loyal Americana we must in Prospect.
Kentucky.
abide the result.
James Davis hss employment in Bridge- Louisiana.
or

out

After

of four Tear*.

in favor of th* democrats.

—

untrue

MA-

re-elected

been

President Wilson has

—

NOVEMBER 15, 191#.

He is our President, be we

MAT HAVE A

JORITY IN NATIONAL HOUSE.

years.

Estimate this year. 1.680.000
Apples
barrels;>production last year, final esti-

copies.

Average per week (or 1915,

CLOSEST PRESIDENTIAL RACK IN YEARS

8.080.000 bus belt.
agonising suspense of three days, while
Barley—October estimate, 130,000 bushresult of the election hung in the balels; production last'year, final estimate, the
132.000 bushels.
ance, California finally tipped the scales

rftar.
I

RESULT DETERMINED BY VOTE
OF CALIFORNIA.

bushels.

Oats—October estimate. 5.560.000 bushels; production last year, final estimate,

vbat, side for bU
aomtii S» obbia for tAree mostbr; If paid
Mrletlr IB adTABCB. At S*. 7S aad 38 oeott
rwpocti.rlT. 91b*1b coplat J r«B«». All arnmrt* rrr rocfcnnod At tbB me of S3 per

MoKTtptloc Prtee-St-W

Is at followa:

Corn-Estimate this year. 7W.OCO bushels; production last year, final estimate,
668.000 bushel*.
W best-October estimates, 108,080 bushels; production last year, final estimate,

gxgal Ratios,

Pntlf Cbwww» BeCvred

WILSON ELECTED.

Crop Reports.

She (Ellsworth American

—

Klattd

!

JberjM

__

Homans, late of Edea. ta uid
9*c*nd ao«1 fine! account
a d Reginald
Foster, executors. filed for settlement.
Elisabeth A- Georee. late of Ellsworth.ia
eafd co ixtf. deceased. First ac* oani of Alice
H. -‘cott, administratrix, filed to, e tleaeoV
James il Clough, lau- of E’lsworth. in m4
First and tins tccouo of
connte. deceasedFred L Masoo. execut- r. filed «<>r s- t ern at.
Roacoe R. Warder el! late of Verona. in Mid
Fif»h acc-ant of George
county, deceased
W. Bassett, trustee, filed for settlement.
Charlotte R, Whittaker, 1st- oi Fr4aktta.i1
said county, decease 1
Petition filed or
Frank K Hiaiads li. edminifk/
o' 1
«,
tale of said 4> cea«ed. that at>
rder be h*aM
I
to distribute among the b irs at Is# of ssid
! deceased, tbe aanonm remaining to trie bicdt
of said administrator, on the srUitattat of
j hi* second and fin.l account
| Francis L Wood, late of Eden, in Mid
counts, deceased. Pe*itfon filed by Ckarle*
H Wood, ad minis rato- of the ri» » f Mid
deceased, that an order tx- issued to di»tribute among tbe heirs at Uw of <u d deceased, tbe amount remaining in tbe bind*
of said administrator, on the sett’ement of
hia second and final account
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland, in Mid
county, deceased. Petition filed by the Merrill
Treat Company, of Bangor, trustee under the
last will and testament of said deceased. tbit
the amount of tbe inheritance tsx ns uid
estate be determined by tbe Judge of probate.
Jeremiah T. Giles, late of Eilisonh, ia
Petition n>a t>r
•ala county. deoeaecd.
Ja'.ia A. Giles. executrix or tb* last will art
tint tbeamoaot
testament of said deceased
of tbe inheritance tax on aasd ratal* be determined bribe Judge of probate
Alrah D Rich, a minor of Trrmoot. in said
First account of U*o R. Pa ler,
county.
guardian, Bled for settlement.
Emily B Atherton. Isle of Mount DeseM. is
Ftra ax.d itoa. ac•aid county, deceased.
count of Geo. E. roller, trust**. b ed for art
tlement.
Clyde L- Eastman, lste of Buckaport. in said
First account of Tteodore
county. deceased
B Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
Baras B. Emery, lste of Buck soon, id said
county, deceased. Second sed final accoant
of Theodore H. Smith, sdmiuia-.raior c. t. a..
filed for settlement.
Sarah Parker, late of Buckaport. in said
1
county deceased. Flret account o* Albert A
Lowell, administrator, fifed for sett It-menu
Elia P. Bowdeu. late of Orland. ia said
A certain instrument purcounty. deceased
of
porting to be the last will and testament
•aid deoeaaed. together with petition for probate thereof, and for tbe appointment of
Theodore H Smith, administrator w in the
will annexed, presented by Mabel W Patten,
hei' and legatee of said deceased. :n* executor
named In said will baring declined tbe trait
Delia E. Gurnee, late ol tbe city county art
state of New York, deceased. Petition file*
tie
hr Augustus C. Gurnee, executor, that
amount of tbe Inheritance tax oc «aid ««».<
of
probate.
he determined by the Judge
ia
Ha rah E Haddocks. late of Ellsworth,
Flret and fine, ac•aid eoaaty. deceased
for
rt
a
count of Henry A. Butler, executor,
deceased.
county,
of Robert Homans

T

HUiemcDL

Albert E. Mace, late of Aurora, in mM
A Knieei*
county deceased. Petition died by
IM
Mace, administrator, that the amount ot
be
determined
estate
i Inheritance tax on eald

bVtl*ianidi?.0W^lah*'iate

of f'rnobecot, U
Kir.t account of
•aid conaty, deceaaed.
lo.
Norria L, Orindle. ndmloiatralor. e.td
•ettlement.
..jj
aid
in
Althea W. Heath, late af Verona,
nc ount of
county, deceased. PIrat and fins,
a., n.rd
Adrian L. Ulmer, ndminlatretor c. i.
for gettlemeot.
,n
in
Pearl 8. Orindle. a minor of Backaport.
eald coanly. Pi.at and danl account of vt.iry
O. Connry, gnnrdlna, died for settlement. in
Peart 8. Orlodle. a minor of Bncuport.
L con
•aid ooaaly. Realisation ot W ey
ary. guard inn. Bled.
Coart
BERTRAND B. CLARK. Jndge ot **id
4 tree copy of the original
E. Cntra. W*:
...

Attest:—*

Ilukrapt'l Petition l*r Dl.ch*rj»
In the matter of
Haaver F. Hat.

BankVapt,

1

}l*
)

._
Bantruplcr

the D»
To the Hon. Clarence Hate, Jn.i*r ot
Du
trtet court of the United Statu for thr
trictof Maine.
of
IIABVET F. EAT,
the connty of Hancock. and
Maine, In aaid dlatrtot.reepectfailr repwemo
that on the ith day of Anyaat. last P“
he vm duly adjudged hunkrupt
ecu of Oougreee relating to bankruptcy,
he hae duly earroadered all hie
and ri(hu of property, and has • »*'!
of **'“! y
plied with all the requirement*
t.
and of the ordered court touchlni huh*

GoalJsbojh' ",

JtJL

prope-Jf.

'“therefore

b«jj;
,,2,

he piaya that he m»y
creed by the oourt to here a 1
'«•
from all debt* provable a*»iu»t mi
under said bankruptcy neta. e*cepi
aa are excepted oy law from each dtecnarya
Dated this «th day of October e. d. i»l»

•“«J

H“V*,B*nk*uV

Older eC Notice Thereon.
Dienucr op Mmai re.
0r
On thin tuh day of Norember. »• d.
reading the to leaning petition, it
»
be blg
bearing
n
Ordered by tbe eonrv that
upon the aama on the Bad day °*
d. MM. before aaM ooan »t
•eld dietrict. et tea o’clock 1" *.h*
>“ tti
end that notice thereof be pubii.bed
Bile worth American, n newspaper print" ^
crea>
•aid dietrict, and that all known
,
and othar paranaa la interent, may »PP' ,(
tha aaM tlam and pine#, aad abow
P*
**ld
of
nay they hare, why the prayer
tioacr ehoald not he granted.
mat

canir.^

llAUd.
Wltaeaa

M

„_

Honorable Clarence

the

^

l«U «
M Nora-bn

a.

d.

^

A tree

PAUnm NOTICK.
contracted with Ibe CHy
worth
aapport aad care fnrtnoee ja_
#»*
may need eaelatanoe daring
T*i5drnt» d<
and are legal reddt
MIA
Jaa.
1,
Bing
Blleworth. I forbid all
and

HATING

on

o^^

to

P*“jI, Lt

my anconal, an them la thorn ntin*
,he OW
care for
Aaraoa B. Mrrcaar*-

aeoommodatloaa to
Farm henna.

--

OBITUARY.

tumor.

Anderson entered the
of last weak.
Mr*. Andenon we* bora et
Booth Burry,
M*y 17,1867, tbe daughter of
Uept. and
Mr*. George
Young. Bhe we* married to
Mr. Anderson in
1860, and bad ainoe made
her home in Ellawortb.
Bhe was an estimable woman, and
many friend* in Ellsworth and her home town are saddened
by ber untimely death.
She leaves besides ber
husband, four
children—George, Frank and Earl Anderson ol
Ellsworth, and Vera, wife of Principal H. A. McLeilan, of Higgins classical

CAPT. JOStCPH M. HIOOINB.
of lie most anbdesth last ThursMorrison Higgins.
Joaeph
of
Uapt.
day
Ellsworth commanded higher
No nisn in
"r wae more worthy of it; none

gtliworth lost one
atsntisl citisens to tbe
respect

to thp -olden rule.
lived more closely
had bean confined to hie
Uapt. Higgins
more then a year, gradually
home for
old age. Until little
was)iog away from
a year ago be bed been rei.ur.more man
a severe fall then at the
ahly sclire, but
shipyard was a shock from which he institute, Charleston. She is survived by
he rallied suf- her
daver recovered, though
mother. Mrs. Betsy Torrey of Surry,
one brother, E. C.
ficiently to be out a few times.
Young of Beaumont,
was
born
in
North
EllsUapt. Higglna
Texas, and one sister, Mrs. Carrie Mealey
of
a
son
the
late
1833,
Nov.
9,
of South Gardiner.
worth
Left an orphan at the
Tbe body was brought to Ellsworth.
Ephraim Higgins.
made
hie
home
be
with
si* years,
Mr. Anderson, who was
age of
working in tbe
in
tbe
Mr*.
Joseph Morrison,
an aunt,
woods at R pogenus, was reached w ith
ylorri-on district.
and arrived here last
difficulty,
evening.
At the ige of sixteen years be began The funeral was held this
afternoon, Rev.
tint In coasting vessels and B.
H. Johnson, of the Baptist
going to sen,
church,
He soon rose to \
then in otf-sbore vessels.
officiating. Interment waa at Woodbine
the captain's berth, commanding off-shore cemetery.
vessels. Hta first command was the brig \
harsh Peters, in which be made foreign
KM.SWOIMH KAl.liS.
with Medivoyages, trading principally
Mr*. Henry brawn visited last week
terranean ports. Then the brig Myronus
the lets Dyer P. Jor- in Otis.
was built for hint by
dan, and in her he sailed eleven years.
Howard Salisbury was home from ClintHis next command was the bark Jnlia, ton over
Sunday.
named for bla wifs, and built for him by
Edward Jameson and wife, of Bangor,
In 1887. He sailed
M.
Grant
Isaac
iate
the
spent Sunday here.
the Julia until he retired from the sea in
Howard Clough is building a new ice1882.
Capt. Higgins was a successful and house at the rear of his store.

Don’t

The first
and

fortunate shipmaster,
vessel, and escaping even the minor accidents which fall to the lot ot moet cap- ! Mrs. A. Webber, of Northeast
Harbor, is
tains.
visiting her parents, Jasper Frazier and
from
the
see, Cept. wife.
After bts retirement
Higgins devoted moet ot hie time to the
Miss Mabel F. Maddoclcs, who is emvessel
property, of
management of hie
ployed as nurse at Bangor, is home for a
which be at one time owned considerable,
few days.
sud of the Ellsworth marine railway, of
George P. Dunham and wife expect to
which be was the principal owner. He
leave about November 20 for Florida for
bad in recent years disposed of most of
the winter.
bis vessel property, and at his death ho
The heavy fall of snow on Monday and
caned interests in but three vessels, the
schooners Lejok, L*volta and Nellie Grant. Tuesday bas caused the saw mills to shut
The marine railway and wharves were down temporarily.
sold list veer to Col. Morrell, ot Bar Her- !
Edwin J. and Colon L. Frazier went to

He was elected an
Martin H. Haynes and wife returned
only under protest.
alderman in 1884, mayor in 1898 and rep- last week from a two weeks' trip to
resentative to the legislature in 1906. In Brunswick, Boston, New York and Philhis public as well as in bis private affairs adelphia.
of life Capt. Higgins strove conscientiThe ladies’ sewing circle will meet every
ously to perform his fail duty.
Thursday until the Christmas sale, instead
Tbe funeral was held at the home Satur- of every other Thursday as formerly.
day forenoon, Rev. R. B. Mathews offici- The meeting this week will be with Mrs.
ating. Lygonin lodge, F. and A. M., of Leonard U. Jordan.
which Capt. Higgins was a member, con! There will be an entertainment in the
ducted masonic services at the h use,
vestry Wednesday evening, Nov. 22, in
as
Mr. Mathews officiating
chaplain.
j charge of the finance committee, to raise
!

Charles
moved

•

E.

here

R.

PETTINOILL.

Pettingill, who recently
Salisbury Cove, died

funds for the church.

Candy

will

sale. It is hoped that there will be
attendance.

be
a

on

good

from

John O. Whitney, accompanied by his
early Monday morning at bis home on son John and Ur. C. C.
Knowlton, left
Central street. Mr. PeUingiH’s residence
Monday, to enter a private hospital in
here bad been so short that he did not
Brookline, Mass., for surgical treatment.
have a wide acquaintance in Ellsworth,
Mr. Whitney’s many frieuds hope the
but those who had met him, and many
restore him to
treatment will speedily
friends in other sections of the county,
health.
learned of bis death with deep regret.
Mr. Pettingill had had a varied and inN1COL1N.
teresting life. He was born at Marlboro,
July 5, 1812. During bis younger years he
Artelle McUown is building a house on
followed tbe aea, going principally on his lot.
foreign voyages, and also to tbe Grand
Myrtle Camber spent the week-end in
Banks in fishing vessels.
He had visited
Ellsworth.
many foreign ports.
Shirley Young, of Bar Harbor, is visitFrom seafaring, he entered the meat
at Hiram Danico’s.
packing business, being engaged by ing
Hazel McGown has gone to East WeyLibby, Mc^feal A Libby, the Armours,
Swifts, and other large packers in Chicago mouth, Mass., to teach.
and New York for some years, as a foreEdward K. Leach and wife, of Bangor,
man.
For tome years he represented spent Sunday with relatives here.
Nelson Bros., large London packers, at
Mrs. Sadie Hasiem, of Waltham, is
Colon, Argentine Republic, S. A.
visiting her niece, Mrs. Hiram L. Danico
About ten years ago he returned to
Eugene Leland, wife and two children,
Maine, and bought a place at Salisbury
of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with Fred
Cove, where he lived until his removal to
and wife.
Ellsworth a tew weeks ago, to be with Starkly
Alvin Maddocks will go to Boston tohis daughter, Mias Florence M. Pettingill,
night to enter the hospital for treatment.
who is employed in Ellsworth.
reMr. Pettingill was an interesting con- His many friends hope for his speedy
covery.
wide
and
hia
experience
versationalist,
He was
gave him a fund of information.
EAST LAMOINE.
a thirty-second
s
degree Mason.
He married Miss Elba Thomas of Eden,
Capt. Charles Cousins and wife, of Banwho died nine years ago.
Of several gor, are spending a few weeks at the old
children, only one daughter, Florence, homestead.
survives. He leaves slso one sister, Mrs*
Herbert Perry is having improvements
George Hamor of Lamoine, and one broth- made on the Shea cottage, which he reer, Clifford Pettingill, of Otter Creek.
cently purchased.
The funeral was held at the home this
Mrs. Mary J. Deslsles has gone to Banforenoon, Rev. B. H. Johnson, of the Bapto spend the winter with her daughgor
The body was
tist chnrch, officiating.
Mrs. Harry Cooledge.
ter,
taken to Salisbury Cove for interment.
Through the efforts of the ladies of
Latone sewing circle, the road to the
MBS. HOLLIS E. ANDERSON.
rebuilt and is now in
Florence, wife of Hollis E. Anderson, of cemetery has been
interested who
Those
Ellsworth, died Sunday at Paine’s private fine condition.
with money
hospital in Bangor, after an operation for could not work responded
contributions. Special thanks are due
Fairfield Hodgkins, of 3ar Harbor, who
yiiiwiisimiiiia.
generously famished teams and men.
Mr. Hodgkins has a fine looking lot he
has
completed, which adds much to

ACOMBINATION
THAT WORKS WELL
Going

an

Immonao Amount of GootL
such

No other medicines possess
curative properties as these two great
restoratives. Hood's Sarsaparilla and
Peptiron Pills, working together.
They reach the impure, impovers
lshed, poisoned, devitalised blood, and
the worn, run-down, overworked, exhausted system.
They awaken the
appetite, aid digestion, purify and
vitalise
the
blood,
give renewed
Strength to the whole body, produce
sound, natural deep, and a complete
restoration to good health. Two dollars
Invested in these two medicines will
bring better results than four dollars
spent in any other course of treatment
or attendance.
It will be wise to get Hood's Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills today. They
are sold by all druggists everywhere.
Accept no substitutes. 200 doses $2,
_

Chan

Y ou

can

snowfall, fall rains, damp feet,

cold that may hang about all winYou may save doctor’s bills by

buying your rubbers

Save

•'

j

now.

Money buying

your Rubbers

just
the improvement of the cemetery.
Nov. 13.

N.

An Inspiration.
Lionel was at a matinee with bis father, and when a trapeze acrobat failed to catch the object at which he flew
through the air and fell sprawling into
the net the boy was greatly excited.
“They are never hurt” explained his
father. “It is a regular trick to make
such a mi— once or twice to give the
audience an idea of the difficulty of
the feat and thereby intensify the applause when it has been successfully,

=zz:

Rock Hill Rubber

Men’s Storm Rubbers, regular $1.00

Boots, the best

made

for

|

85.00

85 cents
Men’s

Men’s Buckled Huron

Apsley Deliverer Overs, the

kind that

98 cents

Red heel

wear.

81.50
Ladies’ Low

or

Storm Rubbers

49, 70,

Rock Hill Overs with white sole

75 cents

|

81.50

Children’s Rubbers

Men’s 10 in. Leather

!

Tops
81.98

35,40, 45, 50 cents
Red and White Rubbers at All Prices

^

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SHOE
STORE IN ELLSWORTH
Breadfruit Tree.
The south sea Island housewife does
not have to make bread. There Is a
tree In those Islands called the breadfruit tree, the fruit of which when
baked looks just like wheat bread. It
la very palatable and nourishing.

MARINE LIST.
Ar^Nov

Ellsworth.
9, sch Storm Petrel from Boston

Hancock Cnnn*y Ports.
Franklin—Sid Nov t>, sch Mabel E Goss
Boston, Mass
West Sullivan—Ar Nov 10, sch Manie Saunders, Northeast Harbor
Southwest Harbor—Sid Nov 6, sch Puritan,!
coastwise
Sid Nov 7, sch Livelihood, coastwise
Sid Nov 9. sch William Keene, coastwise
Sid Nov 12, sch Freddie Eaton, Calais for
New York

BORN.
BRAODON-At Eastbrook. Oct 14, to Mr and
Mrs N H Bragdon, a daughter.
DUNBAR—At Orland, Nov 7, to Mr and Mrs
Ho er H Dunbar, a daughter.
FORD—At Sedgwick, Nov 7, to Mr and Mrs
Wilbur Ford, a son. [Cecil Kenneth.]
GRAY—At Sedgwick, Oct 24, to Mr and Mrs
Roland H Gray, a daughter.
GRAY-At Sedgwick, Nov 7, to Mr and Mrs
George A Gray, a son.
GRAY—At Orland, Nov 4, to Mr and Mrs
John Gray, a daughter.
PERKINS—At Penobscot, Nov 9, to Mr and
Mrs Harold C Perkins, a son.
WILBUR-At Eastbrook, Nov 4, to Mr and
Mrs Perlie L Wilbur, a son.

MARR1KD.
DELANO-DANFORTH—At Verona, Nov 4,
by Rev Henry Webb, Miss Dora Bernice
Delano, of Verona, to George A Danforth,

of Worcester, Mass.
FOSS—RILEY—At Bangor, Nov 11, by Rev
Ashley A Smith, Miss Edyth F Foss, of
Hancock, to Frank K Riiey, of Bangor.
At South Penobscot,
HEATH—CLEMENT
Nov 7, by Rev Chester A Smith, Miss Carrie
F Heath to Ralph H Clement, both of Penobscot.
RICH-DAVIS—At West Tremont,' Oct 31, by
Rev George B Davis, Ethel M Rich, of West
Tremont, to Fred M Davis, of Gouldsboro.
SMITH—DOW—At Deer Isle, Nov 7. by Rev
O J Guptill, Mrs Alice Smith to Winfield S
Dow, both of Deer Isle.
WILLIAMS—SNOWMAN At South Penobscot, Nov 10, by Rev Chester A Smith, Miss
Mvra A Williams to Artie Deforest Snowman, both of Bucksport.

ELLSWORTH

Following
to-day:

are

COUNTRY PRODUCE.
35 388
48 £50
25«28
85 £40

Fresh eggs, do*.
Fowl, B>.
Chickens, lb.
Hay, loose, ton.
VEGETABLES.
Potatoes, pk.
Sweet potatoes, ft

$10 £$12

Cabbage, lb.

02

Beets, lb.
Onions, lb
Carrots, lb.
Squash, lb.
FRUIT.
Lemons, do*
Oranges, do*.
A FEW 8TAPLE8.
8ugar, granulated, tb.

03
05 £06
02
03

Iosj of revenue.

Our operating methods provide that before giving a “Don’t Answer” report, the operator is required.
(1) To ring the bell of the called station at least three times
during a period of 60 seconds.
(2) To verify the number a second time, if there is doubt regarding its correctness;
(S) To change the trunk line in the case of a call made to another central office and ring the station again.

08$
12

08$

Coffee, lb.
Tea, lb...
Molasses, gal.

30 336
40 £65
40 £60

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, ft.
Veal, ft.
Lamb, lb.
Hams.
Bacon.
Salt pork, ft.
Lard, 1b..

25345
18 380
22 885
25(0.28
25 £80
18

“Don’t Answer” reports are given by the operator when
the above routiue has been completed and

(1)
(2)

There is no one near enough to the called station to hear
the bell when it is rung, or
There is an unusual delay in answering at the called sta-

tion,

or

(3) Through au error by the subscriber in giving, or the operator in repeating, an incorrect number is given and a wrong

19@20

station is called, and no one answers, or
There is mechanical trouble which has not yet come to the
attention of the Maintenance Department.
A prompt answer at the called station will reduce the number of
“Don’t Answer” reports.

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
Flour, bbl.
fancy brands, bbl.
Corn, bag,(wnole, cracked or meal,
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
Oats, bag, 2$ bu.

Reports

likes a “Don't Answer” report. To the subscriber It nullifies the value of the service, as far as that particular call is
concered; to the Company it means lost effort and usually a

Nobody

40 346
50 £60

(4)

$9310
9.50810.50
2.50
1.70 32.00
1.60

In

CLOTHING
more I am in a position to ask the patof the public, and place the name of
Friend before the public of Ellsworth and
vicinity as again entering the clothing business. Come and inspect my line of suits and
pants. Let me save you money.
Cleansing and Repairing Promptly Done.

Once

a busy central office the operator handles many calls
with precision and dispatch.
If a call goes wrong she
does her best to right it.
Occasionally a tangle comes,
however, which deserves the services of a specialist.

Behind the operator stands the supervisor. She is ready
to give your call her personal attention and check it
up from start to fluish, whenever the probabilities, as
you know them, warrant you in asking for this special
service.

ronage

DAVID FRIEND
Ellsworth

Main Street,

IRA

NEW

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

AND

Engineer,
Surveyor.

ENGLAND

TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH

COMPANY

C. C. CUTTING, Manager

CgrriifMdMCi Sgltcttgd.
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME. P. 0. Box 7

WOOLENS
dress material

AVE MONEY by buying
ANDERSON-At Bangor, Nov 12. Mrs Hollis
E \nderson, of Ellsworth, aged 49 years, 5
and coatings direct from the Camden
months, 25 days.
Woolen Mills. Write for samples and state
BRIDGES—At Sedgwick. Nov 11, Jonathan I
F. A. PACKARD, Mgr
20
days.
garment planned.
Bridges, aged 72 years, 2 months,
FERNALD-At Oouldsboro, Nov 4,;Wilson Retail Dept., Box 85, Canideu, Me.

—

“Don’t Answer”

50
04

powdered.
yellow.

—

Fernald, aged 28 years.
GRAY—At Sedgwick. Oct 24, infant daughter
of Mr and Mrs Roland H Gray.
HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, Nov 9, Joseph M
Higgins, aged 83 years.
PETTINGILL—At Ellsworth, Nov 18, Charles
E Pettingill, aged 74 years, 4 months, 8 days.
PHILLIPS—At Dedham, Nov 15, Adrian R
Phillips, of Lamoine, aged 68 years, 7
months.
SPRAGUE—At Swan’s Island, Nov 6. David H
Sprague, aged 72 years, 10 months, 26 days.
STEVENS—At Oouldsboro, Nov 6. Asa T
Stevens.
At Franklin, Nov 9, Mrs
WENTWORTH
Emeline Wentworth, aged 84 years, 11
months, 17 days.

This advertisement is one of a series designed to effect closer
co-operation between
the company and its subscribers. There are three parties to a
telephone call—the
person calling, the person called., and the operator who connects them.
The quality
of service rendered is determi ned'lry the spirit in which all three work together rather
than by the individual effort of any one or two of these three persons.

retail prices in Ellsworth

Dairy butter, lb.

—

DIKD.

MARKETS.

Linnehans Auto Livery
Water St.,

Ellsworth

By Day
rELEPUONK 117

Day^ar Nifkt Sank*.

ar

Trip

The mail-order house is advertising
for your business. What are you going
to do about it t

Commission fStrrijants.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone m-a.

1864
1

Vf

1916

BOSTON

c°finissioN merchant
WANT YOUR
FARM PRODUOT3
Eggs, Live and Dressed, Poultry
Veal, Apples, Potatoes
Prices, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
Shipping instructions, etc., sent tree

and

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth
Estey Building,
Electric

•

Telephone 88-11

SToftsstonai Carts.

H.
ALICE
SPECIALTY

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING

Ml KM (I laundry Wart.

■ton, or write (or FREE Somplo.

"Lr.-MDiciiiico.. r««tw.ii^

Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel poet work
H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
Street,

State

Proprietors

EUewortrt, Me

__

SCOTT

MADE OP

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uuion Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and 8urety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

DR. CHARLES

performed."

Lionel thought a moment and then,
with a bright smile, said:
“Papa, do you think I could make a
hit with my teacher by following this
circus stunt and missing my lessona
once in awhile?"—Puck.

at the

Century Boot Shop

izz:
quality,

now

Adalbert Merrill and wife are occupying
rooms over the Joy & Ash store.

a

tor, lor the winter storage of his yeenta.
| their camp at Green Lake Tuesday for a
Capt. Higgins married, in 1882, Julia, few days' hunting.
the
late
Naiban
and
of
Mary
daughter
Adelbert Miles, of Bangor, spent Friday
Dorman and a niece of the late Dyer P. and
Saturday with his mother, Mrs.
died
in
1900.
Mra.
Higgina
Jordan.
Leonard R. Jordan.
children.
was
Capt. Higgins
They bad no
Dr. Thomas S. Tapley and wife, of
Exthe last survivor o( a large (amily.
Tremont, visited Mrs. Tapley’s parents,
cept lor a few years’ residence in New E. A.
Flood and wife, last week.
Bedford, Maas., Capt. Higgins’borne had
Everard H. Clough and wife, of Bar
always been in Ellsworth.
Capt. Higgins was a stauncb democrat, Harbor, have been here the past week,
but never seeking office, be accepted it at the home of Mrs. Kate Dorr.

CHARLBB

a

ter.
1

|

loeing

Take

This is the time of year people
to be careless about their foot-wear.

|

never

...

Idtoettw.mmi*

Mr*.

feotpital Monday

B~.bORON

OSTEOPATH
Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stoxach.
Treatment and Consultation, hy Appointment, in SUlrworth on Fridays.
Address, Pearl Bldg., Bangor, Me.
Telephone 18MM. Bes. 2128 R.

Abtsrrtitmmti.

Trees For Profit

Growing

FALL

|M> M. Briscoe, Prole—or of Forestry, Ic
Fencers' Week Course. C. of M-!
Tree* as a crop on the farm

1

SOUTHW BBT HARBOR.
J. T. R. "-. who bM been tailing
in health a year or more, baa been sarionalj ill tor two weeks
Byron Carpenter ie baring extensive
repairs made to bis bones, with new cellar
foundation and plumbing. J. C. Ralph la

—

here the

A Variation From tho
Usual Shephard's Plaid.

advantage over most other crops in that
they do not require any previous preparathe ait* on which they ate to be
nor do they demand tire addition of any kind of fertiliser. Moreover,
after planting they require very little attention in any way for many years, andtbe
toil on which they grow is improving
from year to year, both physically and

tion

CHECKS.

of

planted,

A beautifully soft worsted of blue
and green almost Invisible check feaPlease obtures this handsome suit.

tbe contractor.

chemically.
The feet mast be borne in mind that
trees ere s long-time crop. They can not
be planted one year and harvested the
next, ss is the case with many agricultural
crops, but require a long period of lima

j

growth find development.
Care should be taken to select land for
tbe growing of tbe forest crop that is the
least valuable on the farm, both with respect to soil and topography, for the trees
will grow on almost any soil, and on topography that is too rough or too steep to be
profitably cultivated.
For quickest returns, tbe planting of
young transplants that have been grown
for tbeir

f7.50

per

1,000.

In

the

case

BLUEHILL.
Mrs.

Andrew Orincle baa gone to Belfast to
manage s small botel.

of

pine, they should be planted six
apart in each direction. Thia will require 1210 trees to the acre, but it is
safest in ordering to allow for 1250 for
to be

Fulton Lewis went to Rockland Thursto spend his vacation with his parents.

day

Miae Gladys D. MacKay, cl Providence,
R. I., it visiting her annt and uncle, R. b.
Osgood and wile.

planted.

It is essential to keep the roots of these

firmed down into the soil.
With

exception

the

fire

from

of
and

protecting the
from

grazing

structor, visited
Castine Nov. 10.

animals, it will require but little attention
for tbe next ten years. A cleaning should
then be made, in which tbe undesirable
trees should
ones

be

removed and

allowed tbe full

the

William

about

benefit of tbe site.

V.

years, when it will

longer period,

increase in

pressed

yield

compound

charges against tbe crop will more
than counterbalance the increase in growth
after that period. Up to thia time, under
ordinary conditions, tbe investment will
have paid compound interest at tbe rate
of 5 per cent, or 6 per cent, and a profit
over all expenses of some |250 per acre.
This, it will readily be seen, is a good
investment that will comp are very favorably with other crops on tbe farm, when
considered for an equal period of time.
interest

_

Dana’s Tan Books.
Charles A. liana once made a list
of ten “Indispensable books."
They
are the Bible. Shakespeare, the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the United States. Bancroft's "History of the United States,"
Irving's ‘Life of Washington," Franklin's “Autobiography," ('banning's “Es»ay on Napoleon Bonaparte," Gibbon's
“Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire” and Tarbell's “Early Ufa of

Lincoln.”

Fairly Won.
“Mr. Wombat seems very sore of
his wife’s love.”
“He has every right to. Theirs was
i highbrow courtship, and be won ont
hi a competitive contest comprising
lfsns..
seven
exhaustive papers.”
City Journal.
—

Coon Meat.
Coon meat looks and tastes something like guinea fowl, being dark and
tough unless ftxed up right. A coon is
more dainty and precise than a possum about what It eats.
A possum,
like a hog, aril) eat anything, say sort
nt carcass.
Oldest Royal Dynasty.
The oldest royal dynasty in the world
Is that of Japan, which goes back unbroken for 2.000 years.

badly

was

in-

tall

1. SOCIETY

Sunday

of SUPERBA Poackoo

m

Your dealer eeOa SUPERBA
Canned Goode. Tea* and Coffees:
each dietiirc treaty peed.

V

morn-

Kouisonr bet vr.

the odd stock colUr and the
Two sires of
double breasted front.
green bone buttons serve as trimming
in appropriate places.
serve

BOILED DINNERS.
Hew to Cook and Serve This New England Dish.
Clean beets.
Have a large kettle
one-third full of boiling water.
Get
8ve pounds of fancy brisket corned
beef and put beets and beef In kettle
at 7:30 or 8 a. m.
Peel, slice and wash
turnip. Pick cabbage In pieces and
look over carefully. Scrape and wash
carrots and peel potatoes.
Put all to
soak In cold water. At 9:45 add turnip
to beets and. beef.
Keep pot boiling,
adding water from teakettle as it bolls
At 10:15 add cabbage: at 10:45
away.
add carrots. Cse separate kettle with
a piece of pork for cabbage.
Put cabbage on at 10:30. At 11:15 put In pota
toes and squash, putting squash on top.
as it cooks quicker.
As soon as the
squash Is soft enough (a fork will
pierce it easily) take it up. Mash, put
In a little sugar, a spoonful of butter
and salt to taste. Put In serving dish
and set in a warm oven, leaving door
ojfen. Take potatoes up and put in
oven: then take carrots, chop end butter and put with rest
Masb turnips
and butter. Take up beets Into a dish
of cold water, slip off skins and slice.
Put beef on platter, slice enough for
dinner and put pork on platter with
beef.
Skim up cabbage.
Cut across
it several times and serve in deep dish.
Put beef In center of table, potatoes at
the left of beef, and arrange the other
dishes around it. Always have warm
apple pie for dessert with this dinner.
Your dinner will be ready at 12 o’clock
If these directions are followed.

for

more

were

service

waa

D. L. Mayo took a car load to Sullivan
Saturday, Shirley Hodgkina, his wifa and
daughter and hia mother, wbo had nern
spending a week with them, alao hia

Bangor Made Ranges

BUY

brother Knowlton, who haaa winter’aemployment with Robie Norwood. Mra.
Knowlton Hodgkins and son returned
with the party, aqd when their household goods arrive will oooopy rooms with
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Hodgkins.

These

same kind.
Tbe president, Mrs. E. E. Chase, opened
tbe business meeting with a cordial welcome to all, and spoke of tbe aims of tbe

tbe

society.

Reports were given by the
chairmen of tbe different committees;
tbe finance committee reporting four new
members; tbe ways and means committee,
that three or four entertainments would
be given this winter; the school committee, of a plan to form a parent-teachers
association; the park committee, that a
beginning bad been matte on the tennis
court in the park.
Attar tbe business meeting, familiar
songs were snng by the eompany, led by
the academy orchestra.
Principal P. D.
Rowe, of the academy, gave a helpful talk
on
the community spirit, emphasising
the giving of one’s self, one’s presence, to
churches, schools, etc. Florence Allen i
sang tbe Bluebill reunion song, the words
written by Mrs. Anna Hinckley Faster.
Virginia Chase gave a recitation and
Helen
Helen Merrill a
monologue.
McIntyre and Walter Littlefield played a
violin duet.
The music and recitations were finely
rendered and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
After the entertainment, games were
played and a merry hour was passed.
8.
Nov. U.
_

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Mrs. Beulah Allen ii in Melroee, Maw.,
lor a few weeks.
Winfield Hinckley and wife, of Bloehili,
were guests of Mrs. Hattie j. Allen last
The K. P. lodge will have degree work
Thursday evening. Bloehili lodge is Invited.

Congratulations

Mr. and
birth of a

are extended to
on

the

Baked Finnan Haddaok.
Select a thick haddock and allow It
to soak In milk for one hour; then put
It Into the roasting pan with a little of
the milk; butter It thickly, dust It with
a little pepper and bake about thirty
minutes
Serve on a hot platter with
a little sauce made from the dish
gravy and a little added cream.

Astonishing Colors.
Some pelerines accompany single
breasted waistcoats after the period
»f the revolution. The fashions for all
these things are set In astonishing colorings—orange mingled with green, and
light tinged tussore shades and turquoise worked with metal threads. and
silks of Egyptian coloring.
v

be

Nov. U.

football

seminary

Orooo

high school

Wednesday, by

the

on

of

appropriately

and

prettily

thing

to

hare in the house for
colds.—

whooping coogb, croup, coughs,
Moore's Drug Store.

aiBMrtihtPtniv

Giarl Clildrei IpiKl Won

Pin worms and stomach worms are some of
the moot dreaded diseases of children.
Siiro* of worau nre: Demoted
k
stomach. swollen upper lips,

si

|I

tt
I-

Walter and Willard Young
at Salisbury Cove.

a

are

furnace

stomach, offensive breath,
2>hnrd nod full bely with ocXcneionnl triplets nod pninn
the novel, pole fnce oj
tint, eyes heavy and doll.
sour

1854 twitching eyelids, itching of
itching of the rectum, short dry oough,
grinding of the teeth, little red points sticking oat on tongas, starting daring sleep, slow
fever.
Dr. Tree's Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller, will sorely and qaiekly expel worms, correct upset stomach and constipation. Adalu are also benefited, and
write me letters like this: "Dr. Tree's Elixir
has done me a world of good. John Olass,
Houston, Texas." At all dealers’. Be, fide and
•149. Advice free. Write to me.

POSIT1VEJPROOF
Convince the

Greatest

Skeptic in Ellsworth.

Lewis Smith and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visiting his parents, George Smith
and wife.
I

are

Mrs. Fred L. Hodgkins, who is with her
father, George H. Coggins, will go to Boston Friday to visit her sister, Mrs. James
Tweedie, before going South for the winter.

Nov. U.

Y.
_

St Martin and tha Dictionary.
St. Martin when he divided hia cape
with a naked beggar at the gate of
Amiens gave also two words to the
The oratory in
English language.
which this torn cape was preserved as
a sacred banner acquired the name of
“chapelle” (from the French “chape"),
the eoetodlan being termed “chaplain,”
and thus our English words “chapel"
and “chaplain” are derived.
Westminster Gazette.

COUNTY NEWS

have.

we

you want

Per-

a

parlor

We have them.

Because it’s the evidence ol an Ellsworth
eitisen.

Testimony easily Investigated,
The strongest indorsement of merit.
The beat proof. Bead it:
E. J. CXark, Barry road, Ellsworth,
•ays: ”1 was annoyed by attacks of
kidney complaint. I bad sharp, shootin g

pains across the small of my back and tbe
kidney secretions were irregular in pass-

local leader, Mr*. Nancy Young.
Later other work will be done. Arrangetbeir

ments

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Gay H. Cole spent the week-end with
bis parents, J. W. Cole and wife.
Nathan H. Cole, of Portland, spent
few days last week with relatives here.

a

Dick Hamilton, of Brookline, Maas., is
a week with his brother Henry.

spending
Rev.

R.

H.

Moyle,

of

HoMivan,

ex-

changed pulpits with Rev. R. C. Dalsell
Sunday.
Miaa Doris Colwell, who has been with
Mrs. W F. Bruce about ten dayr, has returned to Steuben.
Mrs. Roy C. Dalsell and infant daughter
Wednesday for a visit o' a few weeks
with her mother, Mrs. Margaret Qldfleld,
at Sussex, N. B.
left

Annie

Handy

returned

Sunday

West Sullivan, where she has been
with her sister, Mrs.
Marcus Cleaves.
from

for three weeks

During the high wind of Saturday
Charles Blance bad a dangerous chimney
ftp Id hii bouw. bat u It butaad oat at
tht noon boar, with plenty ot belp from
the factory, ao damage was dooa.
Not. 13.
C.

AST

nose,

pressing Should

what

show you

Ellsworth Agent.

^^lenden

hay

us

H. C. STRATTON,

Miaa

£

in and let

stove?

decorated.

Baby Had Whooping Cough.
Mrs. 8am C. Small, Clayton, N. M.. writes:
“My grandson bad whooping oongb when he
was three months
old.
we naed Foley's
Honey and Tar and 1 believe it saved his life.
He la now big and fnt." Foley's Honsy nod
fine

not come

grounds

all.

n

Why

28-0.

Mrs. Swazey was assisted in receiving by
her daughters, Mrs. Wendell Parker of
Worcester, Msec., and Miss Charlotte
Bwazey of Bucksport. Mrs. Swazey Is remarkable active for her years, and ia
keenly interested in current and social
events. Her charming personality and
genuine kindlines of heart endear her to

Tar ia

Ellsworth for

defeated

Mrs. Pannie_parling Swazey observed
her ninetieth birthday, Nov. 8. The house
was

KIN'EO Line

“At Aiken’s old stand.’’
term

the home

score

the

are

sold in

haps

BUCKS PORT.
The

A. Q.

A. A. Richardson is having
installed.

!

will have charge of the burial service in the
he bad lived aa an esteemed
citizen for several years
He leaves a
daughter and two sons.
Nov. 13.
SPBAT.

daughter.

NORTH LAMOINB.

Hanging Pictures.
The largest pictures should have first
choice for the most Important wall
space. Pictures should never be bung
way up near the molding or over doors
Such an arrangement
and windows.
gives a topbeavy appearance to the
room and prevents the pictures from
being plainly seen. The largest and
most Important pictures should be
hung so that the horizon line Is five or
five and a half feet from the floor.
One should strive always to have the
pictures on a level with the eyes when
standing upright Never hang a picture so that It will slant away from
the wall at an acute angle. When pictures are hung over the mantle or
bookcase no part of the pictures or
frame should be bidden by vases or
other ornaments. Portraits of relatives
or friends should never be bung anywhere except In the bedrooms.

will

Atherton

h^about

Herbert Kenneleon has gone to Indian
Point.

Mrs. Lionel Howard

pleasantly remem be red by the friends of hia boyhood
at Mt. Desert, whoever found him a genial
companion. The Knights of Pythias, of
Sharon, of which order be waa a member,
Onalow

goods

famous

years.

for Mr. Atherton to go to bis brother, as
notice of the death came at the same time.

ex-

pleasant gatberinga of

4

under charge of Secretary Saxton. The quartette rendered a
fine anthem and Mrs. Winfred Joy contributed a beautiful solo.

ing. The

place where

SOCIAL.

great success, and many wishes

the

the

a

Tbe community social given by the
Village improvement society on Monday
evening, Kbv. 6, in connection with tbe
monthly meeting of the society, was a

In thia way an intermediate
return is obtained that is usually entirely
lost, especially in tbe case of natural
woods.
Tbe remainder of the atand should be
its removal.

fifty

school at

went over him, dislocating his shoulder
and^inflicting painful cuts and bruises.

twenty-five

highest returns ou the money invested, and a new crop should be started
in its place.
If allowed to grow for a

normal

from a load ol
wood. One ol tne wheels of the loaded cart

will

cut at about

the

Cunningham

jured Saturday by

belter

years a thinning
yield merchantable material enough
to at least pay for tbe cutting, and tbe remaining tree# will be greatly benefited by
At

church

can

Peachea. yon will enjoy a daHcfana
peach, the beat fruit obtainable.

excellent address at

a

Congregational

a

ice in a pail for a few boot* until
frozen. Then aarra aa you would a
brick of ice cream, diced in portion*.
You will enjoy real peach aherbet

George Delorin Atherton received, on
Rev. Thomas Bennett Hughes, ol He Nov. 10, the sad news of the death of hia
chanicsville, N. V., conducted services In brother Onalow in Sharon, Mao.
By a
the Baptist chapel Sunday.
strange mischance the letter giving the
The teachers' training class at the acad- tidings of his critical illness waa delayed
emy and Mias Nellie Douglass, the in- in the mail ten days, so there was no time

plants moist until planted, and in planting they should be kept in an upright
position, not leaning to one side, and well

plantation

E. U. Williams it ill.

C*pt. F. K. Perkins baa employment in
•
BeltasL

feet

acre

NEWS

COUNTY

white

each

without the aherbet price.
Anyway yon aartre SUPERBA

T. M. C. Ah gave

These plants may now be bought from
state and commercial nurseries for from
to

A high school Y.M.C.A. social at tbe
banquet ball Saturday treeing proved
very enjoyable. After fine addresses by
Mr. Roars and Secretary Saxton, games

SeaMtkiaf New—PEACH SHERBET

Harry Bow®, secretary of Bates college

to be reforested.

|5.50

Pack

the

ffig
1&

Hake TUt Dafiriaw Deeeert

Mrs. Emily Freeman, who expects to
leave here Nov. 15, accompanied by bar
daughter, to Join Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Clement ter tbe trip to California, last
week entertained both tbe ladies' society
and tbe W. C. V. V.

and refreshments added interest to tbe
occasion.

for not less than three years in a foreat
nursery, is fsr more desirable than any
method of direct sowing of the seed on the
area

NEWS

corSTY

Thanksgiving,”

Tbe foundation for l be new flab hatchery

ie completed.

v

Elijah White ie making improvements
on

bia

houre.

Karl Klaiedell waa borne from Waterville for a abort viait laet week.
F. P. Mason ia having
bia houae
equipped with electric lights.
Mrs. Horace Robertson ia fn Boston for
eurgical treatment. Mra. Tbnraton-Conary
ia housekeeping for Mr. Robertson.
Mrs. Hattie Dennis and young eon, of
Paaeadumkeag, are borne, after a week's
visit with her parents, Merton Whitaker
and wife.
Not. 13.
M.

tor

an

entertain-

a

farce, "The Waif's

music

and recitation!, to

night. A cordial Invitation is extended
to all boys and girls between the age* o!
ten and eighteen years to j«n the dob.
All parents, and anyone interested in the
dub, and la willing to assist in the sort,
are

asked to

be present at the next meet-

ing.
Novell.

8.
_

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mr*. Martin Kent entertained tbe ladis*
aid society Friday.

Capt. Henry Moalden
lousier

b*<

tbe

Witbim

smack, Mildred W.

Mr. and Mr*. Hick more ere visiting
son and other relatives bere.

tbeir

£. K. Qott and wife led last week (or
their winter home la Florida. 1. W. Stinson and wife accompanied them, stopping
In New York and Boston on tbeir viy
back.

9.

Not. U.'
SALISBURY LOVE.
Mrs. Archie Morphy
at Mt. Desert Ferry.

is

visiting relative*

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ronbins have
from a visit in Bangor.

re-

turned

C. A. Hamor spent a few days recently
Southwest Harbor, tbe guest ot Mn.
Emily Freeman.
Earle Emery, U. of M., spent several

in

days recently

Mr. Barrett, of New York, ia tbe gueet
of E. L. Pickering.

made

given at the town hall Thanksgiving

be

EAST ORLAND.
H. A. Snow and wife epent tbe weekend in Camden.

being

are

ment, to conaist of

home with

at

bis

parent!,

Julian Emery and wife.
No*. U.

_B.
SURRY.

Raymond Oonaina came borne laat Tuesday.
Mrs. Bernice Phillips i* visiting in
town.

Willard Kane
few day*.

came

Schools dosed
vacation.
No*. 11.

home Saturday lori

Friday,

for two

week!
u

patridqe cove.
closed
Friday lor a
vacation, Mrs. Elvira Young teacher.
heio
The first party ol tha eeaeon wae
Cake and coflee
at C. A.
School

HANCOCK.
Mias Pearl Marab, of East

Eddington,

is Tiaiting ben.
Mrs. C. B. Young, wbo has been Tiaiting
in Everett, Maas., ia borne.

Horace Stratton, who ia employed in
Portland, apent the week-end with bis
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Stratton.

Mias Bdyth Poes, youngest daughter of
Gapt. and Mrs. O. W. Poes, of thia place,
and Prank Knowlton Riley, of Bangor,
using them. I could soon eae that they were quietly married at Bangor hturday
Nov. 11. Bev. Ashley A. Smith,
were helping me and 1 continued taking evening,
of the LThiv*realist church
officiated.
them until I fait better in every way.”
Hancock friends extend congratulation*.
Doan’s Kidney Pills had been recommended to me and I Anally began

age.

Price 60c. at all dealers.

Thompson’s.

were

served.

Nov. IS.

_HfBBAkB.

Iatpure Mood

runsyoudown-makerir°‘•»

blood
assy vietlm lor dissaae. For pure
aoaad digestion—Burdock Blood Bitters,
all drug a tores. Price, tlAt.—AdH.

TDriurtieamns*.

MORE RHEUMATISM
THAN EVER BEFORE

Don't simply
The Hancock boys’ and girla’ agrikidney remedy—get Doan's Kid* cultural club met at the aeboolbooaa Saturafternoon and reorganised. Dorothy
nay Pills—the same that Mr. Clark day
wbo received the highest number of
had. Footer-Mil born Co., Props, BuAhlo Cook,
*r
points of any member of the club last
Mighty Naar It.
N. T.
lawyers. Brokers,
“Do yon, Mr. Stacks, think that a
year, was elected president; Monroe Moon, Cliihymen,
Strickenebnnles and Merchants
vice president; Oladya Martin, secretary;
rich man can go through the eye of a
Our old friend Rbenmatia ie dsvin*
needier*
The local merchant who doet not ad- Begins Id Johnson, treasurer. The upper Inning this year, and a faw words0' ^
room in the achoolhouae baa been fitted tlon from ona who know* all about
“I don't know. I will, however, advertise i* throwing open the doOr to the for a
elubroom thia winter. Meetings will not bs amiss.
!
mit that my lawyers have dragged
„,„«r- keep
Wear rubbers in damp
be held Saturday afternoons at 3 o’clock.
me through some very small loop- mailorder hone*, which doe* advertise
fust dry,
your
holes.”-Puck.
and which is looking for just tuck open- Next Saturday the boya and girls will begin and avoid atrong alcoholic drinke.
^
basket-making under the supervision of
If rheumatism gate you, or
^
P»
nge.
^
you have sharp twinges, gnawiDg
can
P
Men Feel Tired, Toe
So Doubt About This.
swollen JoinU or muscles, yon
w
"
days b>
While Buck la aaid about tired women it
,
Foley Cathartic Tablets are just a plain, of all agony In just a few
When the mailorder house finds a honest,
must be remembered that men also pay tba
old-faahioned
phytic. They act ODe-hail teaspooofui of Rheums
an*
penalty of overwork. When tba kidneys arc
on
the
bowels
promptly
effectively
town
ichose
local
merchant*
do
inactive or doggish, whan one feels
not ad without pale, griping or nausea. They keep
wees,
druggists
tired out and miserable, has tbs “bines,"
the stomach tweet, the liver active, and the
ehaa* »•*tiBglacks energy and ambition, Foley Kidney vertite, it fatten* it* catalogue mailing bowels regular. They banish biliousness, aiek harmless, yet powerful;
Pills are tonic and strengthening. They not
and e 90-cent bottle *U1 !••*»
headaches, sour stoaaach, indigestion.
U«(.
I Moore's Drag Store.
Ask Quo. A. Pareher or any druggie*
qalckly.—Moore’s Drag Store.
—

ask for

a

drtnkpjantyofle
jetotiea^'

d*Xil

—

knowaboutRheo^j),;
■

Stmnttanium*
v

!
thousands of’
***

•

There

are

children who

are

■

LIVE STOCK NOTES.

bright

hut frail—not sick 'but

underdeveloped—they |

play with their food—they
catch colds easily and do
not thrive—they only need
the pure, rich liquid-food in

horse.
Slops that

,

are allowed to stand
and sour to the point of
corruption make the hog business un-

profitable.
It docs not pay to carry unprofitable stock through a long
winter. Get rid of it now.
A horse la entitled to all the
good times you can possibly show
him. winter or summer.
If the larger earlier pigs are fit
for mnrket it will not pay to
feed them longer. Sell as Hoon
as fit
Do not sell until fit
Be sure that your flock does
not get caught out In an eerie
fall rain.
A thorough wetting
will cause the sheep to suuUle all
winter.

scam
EMULSION
keep

them growing and
Children relish
it carries rare
and
SCOTT'S
to their blood
qualities
nutritive
dreams and gives them fleshfood, bone-food and strength-food.
llothing harmful in SCOTPS,
to start

going-

them

Scott a Sown*, StooaSeld. IT. J.

POPULAR METHODS OF
FARM CURING OF MEATS

HW.Ha

!*•*>.•

appointed H(lm:ui«-

l(li>

TOUETKLOTTF, :*te of ELLSWORTH,
Hancock, dvo«*u»ed. and
in the county of
All
<
law rtirut*.
g
F.

JOHN

[Prepared by United States department of
agriculture.)

per»'>i
liven ''outis .t* ta
the estate of said <u
having demand* again si
ceased ur* desire.l U* present the -*ai»i* to
there... »r- r.
settlement, and all indehi.
-•«
".«*#» t»*J.•»*•?.
Fid k> R M
n«
Oct 21, 191*

One of toe most impular ways of cur
Ing meats ou the farm Is by pickling
in brlue. Packing the meat In a bar
rel anti [muring the brine over It is less
trouble tbau rubbing in salt by I In'
dry curing method. The brine is abo
considered a greater protection against
Insects and vermin.
Brine made of
pure water and according to dire lions
In the fo.lov. big reel) es should keep a
reasonable leugtb of time.
burin;
narm weather, however, brine should
be watched closely, ami if It Ireenmgs
"ropy," like sirup, it shou.d be boiled
A cool, moist cel
or new brine made.
lar is the l est place for brire cu
Pure water, salt, sugar or molasses
and saltpeter are all the Ingredients
needed for the ordinary curing of neat.

*••

^
p >RK Lost KK
NOTICK •
TlfHEREAS Frank duicfliw* nn.i M.-iggl•
:.e
Hutching-*, both ot Prnob c->
county of Hanoock «nl H ate or Mi e, by
day of
their mortgage d*ed d»t»*; the \xt
*
»»»
tie »
n«oc.
jui.. ». d. 191ft, and roc ce
book $u». p #• '-ia.cn >e.ed
tr »try Jf deed*.
rt»n p red ot
m*. the undersigned, *
>* me co-mty
real eiUteiiitnste in Penob«c
st
of Hancock, and bounded at f«l »•.
o
«.er
Inr fifteen leet northwest of nor;
*'t
.ot d
so-called,
Ward
well’s
store,
L Par le»
on road leading from Coetine to Blnehlll.
ning southwesterly slity-three feet to Iren
bu t; thence southeasterly to aa Iron bolt,
and at right angles, sixty-flee feet; thence

\V

right angles sixty-three
northeasterly
thence northwesterly
feet to iron bolt;
to first bound,
on aaid rosd
sixty five feet
with buildings thereon: and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken;
nr w. therefore, by reason of tbs breach of the
at

cbndnion thereof
said mortgage.

I

claim

foreclosure of

a

A. W. Clark,

By Ammon W. Pattsssow,

bis attorney.

Dated

at

Castine this ad

subscriber

day of November, 191*.

hereby glees notice

that

ahehaa been duly appointed administraTHE
trix with the will annexed of the estate of

WILLIAM A. HE.MICK, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons
s ing demand* against the estate of aald
deceased are desired to present the same for
kfttiemeat, and *11 Indebted thereto are request'd io make payment Immediately.
Minn is 9- Rnwtcs.
Oct. 21. 191*.

firen

NEWS

CO U N TY

STONING TON.
Wilmot B. Tburlow has gone to
Buffalo, N. V., to visit her son Eugene.
M*>.

Mrs. Mary K. Weils bas gone to Lynn,
Mu« to visit her daughter, Mrs. W. H.
G >15

BOW OF FAKM KILLED

HOOS.

The meat may be packed in large
earthen jars or a clean hardwood bar
John Wool, of Bluehill, will move into rel. The barrel or jar may be used re
l*eatedly unless meat has apt lied In it.
the house of Mrs. Mary Wells for the
It should be scalded thoroughly, how
winter.
t
ever, each ‘hue before fresh meat is
Mr. aud Mrs. Leslie Stinson, who have
»;*ni the
are

summer

at

|

parked.

McGlathery island,

horn*.

Pre-i E. Wer>t*. a former resident,
Ni* VorK Stale, is visiting
|hre.*i-i, C. H. -s Webb and wife.

ot

|
now

his

Elnrian Mil II and Mi»»a
lc*t for Boston Monday for

.Mr. and Mrs.
Lii

h

-mail

wiuier.

*-

Mr. Small

has

Curing should begin as scon as tin*
is cooled an 1 while it is still
fre h. Ordinarily twenty-four to thirty-six hour- after slaughter are sulk
dent for cooling. Frozen meat should
U* salted, as the .ros*. proven* <
ih»,
l»roi*er pene’iutlon of the suit and uu
meat

even 4111 lit-,

employment

resu.ts.

F’iain bait Pork.
Itub each piece of meat with tin**
The schooners May Lynch and Annie
in a bar
niiu Kt utxu,
Capts. Robbins and Hutcbin- common salt and pack closely
The next
Let stand overnight
son. strived from iioston Saturday.to load j rel.
lot-re.

| day weigh

stone.
Mr

Elizabeth Greenlaw has gone to
Portland for the winter. Miss Myra Mills
b-i- mkcii over the Booklovers* library

during

Ur absence.

Julius Ames, an old resident of this
to a n, died Nov.
3, after a long illness. He
never man led. He leaves several sisters
and two brothers.

Sylvester

brought from

!

out ten

pounds

of su.t n..d

of saltpeter to each 100
pounds of meat and dissolve in four
gallons of boiling water. Pour this
brine over the.jweat when cold; cover
and weight down to keep it under the
brine. Meat will pack best if cut Into
pieces about six inches square. The
pork should be kept in the brine till
two

ounces

used.

Sugar Cured Hams and Bacon,
When the meat is cooled, rub each
piece with salt and allow it to drain
overnight. Thou pack it in a barrel
Many houses were illuminated Tburs- j with tbe bams and shoulders in th
day evening in honor of President bottom, using the strips of bacon 10
Wilson’s election.
The democrats will till In between or to put on top. Weigh
give a free ball some evening nextj week. out for each 100 pounds of meat eight
of brown
The Congregational Sunday school is in pounds of salt, two pounds
sugar and two ouu< es of sa it peter.
•
a
memberhaving
flourishing condition,
Dissolve all in four gallons of water
ship of over 126. Mr. Rollyns T. Stinson
meat with the brine.
flas a large Bible clasB. named the Henry and cover the
For summer use it will lie safest to
W. Conley class, for a former pastor.
In that
boll tlie brine before using.
Tne remain* of Mr*. Sarah Pifleld, of
case It should be cooled thoroughly lie
W'est Monington, were brought from Bos- fore it is used. For winter curing It is
ton Saturday.
Mra. Fifleld was the not necessary to boil the brine. Bacon
daughter of Chpt. Peter P. and Pbebe strips should remain in this brine four
Thurlow Tyler, one of a large family. to six weeks, hams six to eight weeks.
Her husband, John J. Fitield, died several This is a standard recii>e and has given
years ago. She leaves three daughters and
Hams and
the treat of satisfaction.
one sister.
bacon cured in the spring will keep
Nov. 13.
Nihil.
right through the summer after they
The meat will be sweet
are smoked
GREEN LAKE.
and palatable if It is smoked properly,
8ever»l are ill with mumps.
and the flavor will be good.
M. Quinn spent the wetk-end with bis
lemily in Bangor.
Shelter For Sheop.
A. E. Hardy apent a lew days last week
Sheep do not require expensive shel*t his
ter.
In planning bams or sheds for
camp here.
allow a
Mrs. W. L. Allen end sister were at a breeding flock of sheep
Space of ten or twelve square feet a
thtir camp Thursday and Friday.
head.
The essentials of shelter for
Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Merrill have returned
sheep are that It should provide a dry
Irom a visit in Boston and vicinity.
floor, have a good roof
W. H. Cole and C. E. Banboru were suc- dance of fresh air.
c*s*lul in their ettempt in securing water
drafts, narrow doors
by driving pipe into tbe ground about
nch as are likely to InJ
twenty feet, securing a good flow.
with lamb, and have st
B.
Nov. 18.
trough space so all the sheep can eat
at the same time. A shed twenty-five
Took The Hart Out of Her Hack.
as
or thirty feet wide and as long
Anna Byrd, Tuscumble. Ale., writes:
...Mrs.
the flock gives very
* w»» down
with my beck to I could not necessary to house
•tend up more then hell the time. Foley KidIt should open on the
results.
sey Pills took ail of the hart out. Rheumatic good
be built with a feed
and
may
south
swollen
stilfjoluta
backache,
ankles,
f*‘»s.
s»d
sleep dltturbiaa bladder silments indi- trough and feed alley along the north j
disordered kidney and bladder trouble.1
**£
•
aide.
-aoore’e Drag Store.
Isle

Phinney

was

liaut very ill, and is at the home
of his
daughter, Mrs. William D. Welch.
Mr. Phinney is a famous road builder.
au

I

I
I
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A Transformation
Scene In Russia
By F. A. M1TCHEL

hi.iiiiiiiininiiniiiBiiiHHHMain». mini

Count Merlwltz died about the time
:he nihilist movement started in Russia— that movement which led up to
the revolutiou and established the
luma.
The count left nn only son.
Dmitri, who hud but Just come of age
and Inherited the title and a large fortune
But. while
from his lather.
Count Meriuitz hud been a loyul subject of the czar, bis successor was bent
i>n achieving for the nobles some share
the government.
Dmitri's views became known to his
mnsln. Ivan Ivanovitch, an unscrupulous man. who In case of Dmitri's removal would become heir to the Meriwitz title and estates. Dmitri was of
a trustful nature and confided to Ivan
that he was a member of a revolutionary circle, endeavoring to enlist his
oustn In the cause of wresting from
the czar his autocratic power.
Ivan
pretended to turn a willing ear to
Dmitri's Ideas, while he was secretly
evolving a pan by which the latter
might le sent to Siberia, in which
event his citizenship might be taken
from him and his estate confiscated.
Ivan. Having possessed himseir of
proof of his cousin's complicity with
the nihilists, scut an anonymous communication to the government that he
would furnish evidence against a notile of treasonable intent on certain
conditions. The plotter stood between
the writer end a fortune. If he was
convicted and deprived of life or citizenship the informer would expect the
government to permit him to succeed
to the title and estates instead of their
passing to the government.
Ivan's offer was accepted, and he
was invited to call upon the chief minister of state. During his visit he gave
the name of Count Dmitri Meriwltz as
the offender and received the promise
he had named—that when his cousin
was convicted he should be left in possession of the Meriwltz title and property.
Now. Count Dmitri was very much
beloved by those composing ills household and Ills tenants. Ilfs valet, Stepan Oblonsky, a man twenty years his
senior, who had served the late
tint,
adored him.
Stepan was as keen to
scent villainy ns Dmitri was obtuse to
It. Ivan Ivanovitch visited his cousin
anJ it was in the latter's home that
Dmitri endeavored to induce the former to Join the nihilists.
Stepan over
heard a part of the conversation between
them and interpreted at a
glance, b.v Ivan's expre sion. that be
was leading the count into a trap.
When Ivan left the Meriwitz home
Stepan shadowed him and saw him
enter the "III e of an official who had
charge of -.ho secret polii e .or that djs
Dipt. This was qu te enough for the
servitor, and, returning to his master,
he told him what lie had seen and im! loii d him to flee.
Dmitri, convinced of his cousin's
tics Leery anti not relishing bpnish
u.i nr i>i i'i •. .hi. availed himself of his
duel's illici t' and. taxing Stepan with
him. left at once for Germany.
Severn! years iiassed, during which
Dmitri ic.’.iu.iied in exile. Lull this was
very different from being in Siberia.
Sin e tiie government could not get
I poshes don of him no proceedings were
This was a
instituted against him.
great disappointment to Ivan Ivano
viteti. who lmd expected to secure
Dmitri, having all
Dmitii's estates.
the money he wanted, lived in Derliu.
I’ur.s. I omlon. Home—any where he
ltui one wants what one canchose,
not hue. and tiie exile pined for his
in me and his pet pie.
Stepan was the
only person to remind him of his ua
live land. Indeed. Stepan was ci grea
comfort to him. mid Dmitri's giatituih
to his valet was proportionate to 11:
serv:ee he had rendered.
"if it lmd not been for you. Siepah.'
Dmitri often said "1 would row be
working in the mines of Siberia."
"This is miicn bettor, excellency
Content yourself to remain au exile so
long ns you may live ill luxury.”
\VI(p> tiie revolution came to a head
tiie cSf.nt could uo longer control his
desire to return to Russia. Hut. being
proscribed, if lie returue i and was reo
ogulzed lie would not only be of no
hut would run the
use to the cause
risk of b£ing sent to that dreaded life
lived by these who ure doomed to
work In the mines of Kara.
Stepan for awhile succeeded lu pcrFuading his muster to remain awa.v
from Russia, but at last Dmitri could
stumi It no longer to see others supporting the cause he approved while
Five
he was living a life of ease.
years had passed since he left Russia,
and these years had brought a greater
change in him than any other equal
period in his life. At his departure
fropa home he was twenty-one years
of age. wore no beard, and his hair
'was thick. Now he was twenty-six.
he wore a full board and mustache,
and his luiir h il ro< eded from his temples and his forehead. Besides this, his
former slender figure had filled out.
He determined to assume another
naiine. return to Russia, which by this
time had tieen granted the duma. and
take part as a noble of the land in
the assembly that had been constituted to make laws for the country.- Nev•tlieless he had been a long while
n
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MASTER
ANDMAN

You wouldn't like to be
caught
out In a blizzard without an overcoat. Then don't start on a
long
trip without a blanket for your

Cram Russia and was uncertain aa to
what he would find on his arrival
there. To appear there at all would
be hazardous.
He decided to take especial precautions till he had had au opportunity
to look alxjiit him and judge whether
He would
he dared risk recognition.
take Stepau with him. of course.
When lie informed his servitor of his
Intention and Stepan found that be
could not dissuade him the valet, proposed that after passing the Russian
border, until they were satisfied just
how dangerous Russia was for the
count. Stepan should play master and
Dmitri should play man.
This proposition struck the count favorably. and he made arrangements to
He procured the clothes
carry it out.
of a gentleman for Stepan and providHe
ed him with a name and title.
wag to be Count Sergius Arkadyevich,
and the real count wag to be his valet.
Peter.
Count Sergius anil his valet entered
Russia by way of Caucasia, going b.v
the Black sea to the extreme ea ferti
end of that water.
Now, Stepan's Idea of the greatness
of a count Illustrates the adage “Put
a beggar on horseback and he will ride
to the devil.” Instead of Imitating his
master's uniform kindness to him. be
went to the other extreme. This was
because he did not approve of a great
personage treating one of a lower station with any forbearance and feared
that If he showed consideration for his
master their true relative positions
would be given away.
No sooner had they set sail from
Constantinople than Stepan became
seasick. I>r,,.trl was a good sailor and
was able to wait on his supposed masWhether II was that seasickness
ter.
makes one careless as to what happens or Stepan's ability to play his role
properly was marred by imil de mer.
be ordered his valet about, directing
him to do all manner of menial services not only Imperatively, but with
Curses for his remissness.
On the same vessel with this false
count and false valet were a couple of
American glolie trotters who, having
tired of civilized lands, were striking
out In paths usually unfrequented by
tourists.
Tlie.v were going to wbat
was then St. Petersburg by the same
roundabout way as Count Sergius
Arkadyevich ami his valet. The Americans were a Mrs. Henderson of Chicago and her daughter. Jaqtieliu.
When the ship began to pitch and
the spurious count sank upon a sofa
In the cabin ami began to abuse his
supposed valet Miss Jaquelhfs Ideas
of a proper consideration of servants
by masters received a shock. All those
who were sick were calling "Steward!"
and the young lady, pretending to mistake the count’s valet for a ship's at
tenduut. sent him for a glass of water.
The valet.having noticed her favorably,
was not slow to respond und devoted
himself exclusively to the girl.
During the rest of the voyage there
was a struggle between Miss Henderson and Count Sergnis for the attentions of the latter's valet.
It was.
from the count. “Peter, a towel, and
he quick about it," und. from Miss
Jaquelln. "Steward, I wish you to
take me on deck." Peter preferred to
attend the lady, who loaded him with
| tips and other kindnesses. Including
| smiles. She asked him why he re
; maine.l in the si nice of such a brute
j as Count Sergius and offered to ask
I her mother to g.ve him the position of
j courier if he would accept i..
i Dmitri said that he was bound to
! his master by bauds that in* could not
infer:wi l.ai there
I break, .’a
was some dark story connected with
1 the service and
begged to know what
Dai.tri. in «.n r
i it was.
satisfy
her. told her that he had been a valet
to the count’s elder brother, who had
tyrannized over him so fearfully that
He could not eshe had killed him.
cape his present service without being
turned over to justice.
This only added to Ja<iuelin*s inter
est in the unfortunate man. So fascinated was she with him that she dragged her mother over the same route
the count and the valet were traveling.
When the two men reached a point
near where they were known they sud-

|
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COUNTY

FOR YOUNG FOLKS

WEST FRANKLIN.
Goodwin, wbo baa been employed in Portland tbe past ylar, is at
borne for a week.
Roscoe

A Sleepy Time Story About
Littie Pig.

a

Tbe aebooner Manie Saunders is loadcurb-stone
at
Blaisdeil’s wbarf,
Jobn Farnsworth, who is mate, is spending a few' days with bis family here.

ing

TRIALS OF A SMALL TRAVELER
Youngster Who Thought Ho Knew
Great

Qeal

Clyde Clark lost two fingers in a wencb
Friday, while at work for Lewis Sbuman.
About a dozen ladies enjoyed an outing
at camp “Bide-a-Wee" Friday.
Clarence Morse visited bis daughter,
wbo is teaching in Bangor, Friday and
Saturday.
Mrs. Julia Hutchins spent tbe week-end

a

Hia Mother

Mora Than

Has a Sad Experience—Interesting
Tale For the Children—An English
Prince.
Iyet me thijik, said Uncle Ben to
little Ned and Polly Ann. I believe I
will tell you about the

j

DISOBEDIENT

at Bar Harbor with her

PIG.

---»—d:

0

The little pig’s mother had gone to
market and had p Id ldm and h.s broth
But
ers and sisters to stay at home.
He
he resolved to go by himself.
started out very gayly, clean and nice
as a little pink pig could wish to be.
When he got to the corner he stop
ped to get out Of the way of a farmer's
wagon, and that splashed mud on him
“Hear me!' cried the little pig. “Now
1 must take a bath."
There was no nice spring, and the
puddles In the road did not look big
enough for a pig of his size to bathe in
By and by be came to one he thought
would do. and he jumped bito it and
rolled over and over, shaking himself.
My. but he was a sight! A muddle:
little pig was never seen. Not knowing how funny he looked with his face
covered with mud and his sides streaked and s;*>tted with it, he trotted
along. Going to market on his own
four feet he found to be a more tire
He
some trip than he had thought.
came to a field where the gate stood
wide open.
“If I could run across that field it
would make quite a short cut to mar
ket,” he said, and he darted in, not
being any too careful whether he
stepped on the turnips and cabbages
and peas and other things that the
farmer had planted.
The farmer and Ills boys were working at the other end of the field, and
when they saw tile pig tramping down
all their crops they laid hold of whatever was handy and threw it at the
pig. One of the farmer's boys was
painting the fem e, and he threw his
The farmer was gathergreen paint
ing tomatoes, anil he threw tomatoes.
The other sen was on his way home
from the b;.u with a basketful of
eggs, and he jvns so excited that he
hurled some v.t the eggs after piggy.
Before he readied the road the pig ran
into a nest o wasps, and they rose
and stung him furiously.
Just a little beyond the field he met
his mother driving home from market.
She had sole all tier garden stuff and
had a stick of vainly as a reward for
each good little pig who had stayed
at home and behaved himself.
“Oh, mother, mother, take me home!'
cried the p g as soon as he saw her.
But iris mother merely touched up
the donkey «ith her whip and drove
home. She could not believe that tin
awful looking green and red and yellow striped, spotted, blotched and zigzagged pig v'as any one she knew.
So the little pig had to turn right
round and trot home on his tired little
tootsies, and when he got home his
mother took him out into the wood
shed and gave him a whipping.

sister, Mrs. 1. A.

Hodgkinr.
During tbe Bevere wind Saturday, tbs
flag pole at tbe scboolbouse blew down.
Mr. and Mrs. Fi ok Bradbury left Friday for Hollis to aiLmi the funeral of a
relative.

Hoy Drag .on ana f.« miy, of Ellsworth*
guests of Mrs. Bragdoo’s parents.
A
number of Mrs. Harry Willey’a
friends gathered at her home Saturday
evening, the anniversary of her birth.
Mr?. Willey received many pretty and
useful presents.
Dr. S. 8. DeBeck was a visitor in Bangor
and Orono Wednesday and Thursday of

are

last week.

Irving Rollins, who
Seal Harbor, is at

has

who

came

with him for

to Beal Harbor

Jot ham

been employed
His

home.

at

father,

election, returned

Tuesday night.
is employed at the
Harry Willey is hunt-

Buzzell

Darres mill while

ing a few da}
Nov. 13

s.

Echo.
_

INDIAN POIN t\
John Carroll, ol Southwest Harbor, has
been doing mason work attheEilis cottage
on Green Island.
Kathleen Morris, of Bar Harbor,
week-end with Miss Palmira
Wallace.
Miss

spent

the

Daniels, of Bar
Harbor, is
few days with his parents,
Robert Daniels and wile.
Nov. 13.__H.
Charles

spending

a

MARIAV1JLLE.
H. Young,-of Hancock, is in town on
bis yearly bunting and trapping trip.
Auburn Frost is building campa for
lumbering opera io a lor tbe winter.
R.

Clara brimmer bas closed ber
tbe

winter ana

Addie Carr

gone to
ia at

borne for

Brewer.

Corea with her daugh-

ter, wbo ia ill.
Nov. 13.

I

F.

Mother Gray’s Sv. et Powd«-rs tor Children.
For Ft verisuuess, tsud Stomach, Teething,
Disorders, move aud regulate the Bowels and
are a pleasant remedy for Woims. Used by
Mothers for 2J years. They never fail. At all
druggists, 2>c.
Sample FREE. Address,
Mother Ubav Co., LeKoy, N. Y.

dmitt'iscuwntfc.

—

SALLOW

SK^ r

of the greatest foes of
womanly beauty. It is quickly
cleared by correcting the cause
—sluggish liver—with the aid
of the gently stimulating, safe
and dependable remedy—
is

one

beecham:
PILLS
Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In boxes. 10c.. 25c.

Prince to Be a Sailor.
Prince George, fourth son of the
king of England, like two of his elder
brothers, will be educated in warfare.
The Prince of Wales, the oldest and

denly disappeared.
The real count, when he learned that
the czar had granted th° people a constitution. through a friend made overtures to the government for permission to resume his identity without
fear of persecution. He was promised
immunity and announced himself a
candidate for the duma. to which he
was elected.
One day Mrs. Henderson and her
daughter visited the duma and saw
tlie valet of their former traveling
companion sitting among the members.
Great as was their astonishment, It was far greater when they
saw Count Sergius Arkadyevich enter
dressed as a la' key and respectfully
hand his valet his mail.
Miss .larpielln Henderson was both
pleased and mined at having been Imposed upon. Curiosity came in as to
why a nobleman was traveling as n
valet to his valet. Not willing that the
deception should lie all on one side
she sent her and her mother's card*
to Count
Sergius Arkadyevich and
waited to see who would appear, the
real count or his valet.
Count Dmitri, thinking that it would
lie good fun to keep up the deception
with her. appeared with his supposed
taker's compliments and an invitation
to visit the Arkadyevich manor house.
“Tell your master." said Aagnelin.
"that we Americans have hcen imposed upon too often by isigus European noblemen for me to lie thus en

trapped."
With

this

the

laughed and
The lady was
she knew his

count

made an explanation.
only appeased when

story.
Later the Hendersons visited the
real count and were sumptuously entertained, with the result that .T"q"elln
became a countess.

(bmbine economy
with comforts

Second dass tickets

honored

-

Betthratehalfwhat
standard Pullman
costsPhoto

by American Press Association
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GEORGE OP

ENGLAND.

heir to the throne, is now on the fightPrince Albert,
ing line in France.
second son. is a midshipman in the
British
Prince George, wh# is
vy.
fourteen, !nts just entered the Royal
Naval college and will eventually become an officer in the king's navy.
New I Knowl
Twinkle, twinkle,
Little star,
Now I know.
Just what you are!
You’re the lamp
The angels light
To watch above us
Through the night.

—Philadelphia Record.

liyweddy personallyescorted excursions
on test trains-Suited
for
neighborhood parties-

Red Haivcy-dining-

preside

rooms
7>
cent meals--lunch
counters, tooDetails ofserv.
advantages ofS
.route K>win our/
8. W. Manning, O. N. I. A,
Ut WuhimtonSt., Beaton, Ham.

COUNTY
CA8T1NE.

Which Do You Prefer?
It is important for

reasons

practical economy for every
to ask herself this question:
"Do I

prefer a

pure

of health and

housekeeper

baking powder like

made of cream of tartar derived from
a baking
grapes, or am I willing to use
made of alum or phosphate, both

Royal,

powder

derived from mineral sources ?
The names of the ingredients printed
on the label show whether the kind you

using or any brand, new or old,
that may be offered is a genuine cream
of tartar powder, or merely a phosphate
are now

alum

or

compound.
Powder contains

Royal Baking
nor

no

alum

A community sing was held nt the
Methodist church Sunday night.
W. A. Bicker and wile have retained
from a week’s visit in Boston.

The ladies’ aid society served supper FriProceed*, fit.
Mr*. Shirley Lane and daughter Harriet
are spending the week in Bockland.

day evening.

Clarence Wheeler returned to New York
Monday, after a week with his family
here.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

COUNTY

NEWS.

|

I

|

--

boarding-house during

Sow le.

absence.
H. S. Kane and wife came from Boston
in their new car.
They are just

Monday

There will be a meeting of Penobscot
E. S., at Masonic ball Saturday
evening, Nov. IS. All offlcera are requested

chapter, O.

Niagara Falls, where they
wedding trip. They left to be present.
for Addison Saturday.
George Eaton and wife, of Lynn, Mass.,
E. K. Tapley and wife, who have been
spent Sunday with Mrs. Eaton’s sister,
at Sand Island light in Bluehill bay for
Mrs. T. Otis Leach. Mr. and Mrs. Eaton
many years, have gone to Islesboro, where will make their home here.
Mr. Tapley has been appointed keeper of
Woodlocee.
Nov. 13.
Grindle Neck lighthouse.
Mr. Dodge, of
I
Egg Rock, has been appointed to Sand
Talking Machines.
Island light.
As nearly as can be determined the
Thirty-four members of Lookout chap- original talking machine—the real preter visited Bagaduce chapter, O. E. 8., cursor of the phonograph—was the so
at Brooksville Friday evening, Nov. 3.
It called “phonautograph,” Invented by !
Leon Scott In 1857.
Bat the first real
was one of the most enjoyable events of
the season. After exemplifying the work, reproduction of sound was achieved by
home
went

from

on

their

--

delicious refreshments were served, followed by an amusing entertainment.
a

Friends of Mrs. Naomi Allen gave her
surprise party Tuesday evening, her

Thomas A. Edison In 1876.
He may.
with perfect justice, be called the “father of the talking machine.”—New
York American.

ititicrtignnnttg

SHE LIKES IT!
any housewife

ASKchanged
drink from

who has

family table
harmful coffee to helpthe

ful INSTANT POSTUM whether
the

change

The

has been

answer

you to make

a success,

well

may

induce

the change yourself.

“nerves,” better temper,
clearer complexion, improved digestion and steadier heart after a
trial, demonstrate conclusively
the change from coffee to POSTUM
Less

is

a

wise

move

for

the

whole

family.

:

They Had Reason to
Be Grateful.
:

3:

By CLARISSA NACKIE

►

:

Chandler looked the minister

Sne Norton, who has at home two
weeks, returned to her school in Watervilie Monday.

square In the eye.
“We will come to church as usual
Thanksgiving morning," he said grim-

The monthly meeting of the woman’s
club will be held Saturday at the home of
Mis* Anna Witberle.

gDe
ly, "but we can't be exi>eote-J
thanks for what we haven't received:"
indeed.
Mr. Unton looked very grave
“I am sorry, Mr. Chandler, but your
heart must be full of bitterness to dictate rebellion after your prosperous
year. Tour crops have been generous,
and you yourself told me that It has
been the best year you have ever

musical*
the Cantina
association was held at the Falla Friday
evening. There will be no meeting this
week on account of the high school entertainment.
A

meeting

of

Frank Upbim returned to her
borne in Providence Saturday after a few
days with her mother, Mrs. Elisabeth
Martin. She waa accompanied home by
her sinter. Mra. George Crosby, who bae
apent a month in Provideuce.
an

birthday. A delightful evening waa spent
in playing whist. Mrs. Weston Gott got
j the prize tor having the most points and
least. ReBROOKLYN.
| Mrs. M. A. Plye for having the
served.
Music wss
freshments were
have
Kane
Misses Olive and Esther
gone
rendered by O. L. Plye end P. J. Staples.
to Lowell, Mass., to work.
A contra dance followed.
E. H. McKewen, of the American Can
! The remains of the late Alfred Preethey
Co., was in town last week.
were brought here Nov. 4 from Yonkers,
Minnie Wells is visiting her
Mrs.
N. Y., accompanied by bis son Prank and
daughter, Mrs. Maude Newcome, in Port! wile, and a friend, Mr. Lowery. Mr.
land.
1
Preethey was a native of Brooklin, but
Mrs. A. J. Babson has gone to Roxbury,
left here many years ago, only coming
Mrs.
Charles
visit
her
to
daughter,
Mass.,
I here for the summers. He bad been in
West.
failing health for s long time. Services
Miss Jennie Tyler has gone to Lynn, 1 were held at,the Baptist church Sunday
Mass., where she has employment tor the afternoon, Rev. Fred Leathers officiating.
winter.
The floral display was beautiful. He is
Miss Mina Stewart, w bo has been visit- 1 survived by a son, who lived with him,
Mrs. Johnson of Deer
ing her brother Fred, has returned to and (our sisters
Isle, Mrs. Barter of Stonington, Mrs. HerProvidence, K. I.
and Mrs. William
O. L. Flye and R. A. Flye left for Bos- : bert Young of Sedgwick
of Brooklin; and one brother,
ton Thursday to attend the Brooklin re- Freetbey
Edward, of California.
union in Melrose Nov. 11.
Use Femme.
Nov. 13.
Mrs. Rachel Wells has gone to Providence, R. L, to spend the winter with her
PENOBSCOT.
daughter, Mrs. Minnie Sterns.
Schools closed Friday, to reopen Nov. 20.
Mrs. Susie Sherman, who has spent six
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Oscar
Mark Smith and George McKay, of
Ford, has returned to Box bury, Mass.
Bangor, spent Sunday here.
The teachers in the grades went to GasEarle Leach and wife are the happy
tine Friday to observe the work in the
parents of a boy, born Nov. 10.
training school at the State normal school.
Mrs. Sarah Wardwell is visiting her
R. L. Smith and wife have returned
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Stantial, in Belfast.
from Boston, where Mr. Smith went to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Perkins are reundergo an operation for appendicitis.
congratulations upon the birth of
ceiving
He is much improved in health,
a daughter (Madeline Joy), born Nov. 9.
Mrs. Alma Bartlett, Mrs. Lina CunningMiss Margaret Goss, principal of Clark
ham and son Virgil have gone to Bluehill
for the winter. They will have charge of high school, spent the week-end in Ellsher worth, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. T.
Mrs. Abbott’s

I

:

Am

week.

The pupila of the high

--

j The Chandlers’ !
3 Thanksgiving:

Gertrude Bowden, who ha* been teaching in South Penobscot, is home for a

Mrs.

phosphate.

A* by on* accord their eye* wandarwee
•d to tbe coach where the bundle

NEWS

school wilt give

entertainment al their schoolroom on
The program will conaial

Friday evening.

of music, reading, charades, etc. Homemade candy will be on eale. Tbe proceeds
will be tor the athletic association.
Q.
Nov. 13.
_

NORMAL

SCHOOL NOTES.

esbibition the past week of carbon
photographs and engravings loaned by tbe
Elson Art Publishing Co., of wbieb Miss
Nellie F. Harvey baa had charge, was
highly auoceastol financially, and in stimulating sn interest in art. The purpose of
tbe exhibition waa to secure funds for tbe
purchase of pictures tor the schools.
About |25 was realized from tbe sale of
tickets. Tbe first prise awarded to tbe
school selling the most tickets, was received by tbe town grammar school, and
tbe second prise, by grades V. and VI of
the training school.
Assemble}-ball was crowded Thursday
evening, Nov. 9, to listen to an entertainment, tbe main features of which were a
Tbe

lectors upon tbe masterpieces of art, portions of which were given by different
students, lectures upon and living-picture

tableaux, and music appropriate to
of tbe pictures.
Nov. 13.

some

B.

Tht Spanish Moor*.
When the people of the rest of Europe were little better than barbarians
the Spanish Moors were In the midst
of a splendid culture. Ae early as the
this country yis the
learning for all Europe.
Their libraries, schools, arts, sciences,
tenth

centurv

source

ot

refinements and all round
and Intellectual advancement
differentiated them from the rest of
luxurious
material

clearly as ancient Greece
from the people* that surround-

Europe
was

as

ed it.
Too Convenient.
a
scheme to arrange *
checking room so that lady shoppen
could check their husbands.”
"How did It i«tu out?"
We didn't kno*
"Wouldn't work.
what to do with husbands left ovel
thirty days."—Kansas Cltv Journal.
“We

had

__

Wrong Position.
“Ton’ve gone ami put the prizefight
er's picture at the bottom of the page.
“Well, what of it?"
“If you have any regard for the flk
ness of things make it an upper cot.”Baltimore American.
Reliance on the right is expressed by
defiance of thp wrong.

to

known.”
“That's all very well, but you forget
that I have lost my only son,” reminded Am.
The minister made an impatient ges“Not lost, only estranged beture.
cause you are disappointed In tbe girl
If you only knew Rose
he married.
Lee as we know her”—
Am turned abruptly away.
“Dick disappointed us,” be said
moodily. "Mother and I had planned
he was to marry Emma Hoops, bis secEmma's property adjoins
ond cousin.
ours, and all of it would have made
Ema grand farm for Dick some day.
ma was willing, but Dick married that
pretty flyaway thing from Preston, and
mother and I Just shut the door in
No. sir, there won't be
their faces.
any Thanksgiving In our house—Just
plain everyday victuals:"
Am trudged up the village street to
the postoffiee. where his horses were

a

Reason”

a
and a white cashmere cloak and
white hood. and. behold, a wonderful
little baby, pink and white and gur-

gling!
said
"My high chair is In the garret."
of
Dick, and away he went to the top
the house to bring down the |*ollshed
maple < hair. which be placed in a sun
ny window near the blooming gerani"There
ums and the singing canary.
son!” he aald aa the baby was strapped safely in.
Dick faced bis wife. “Rose, lefa get
Thanksgiving dinner ready for father and mother. Then when they see
little Asa. why. they can t help being
thankful, eh?"
notr
course,
agreed Rose.
“Of
“Dick, where does your mother keep
a

her aprons?"
"In tbe middle drawer In the pantry
dresser.” cried Dick In a flash, and
they laughed together at his accuracy.
•Tm going out to kill something for
duck
or
dinner—rhicken.
turkey,
goose." threatened Dick.
Roee. Investigating pantry and cellar shelves, discovered a Jar of mincemeat and pots of pickles and preserves.

‘‘Oh. I hope she won t mind very
much:" she encouraged herself as she
flew about the kitchen, deftly rolling
pie crust and filling the pies with
mincemeat. "I supi>n*e they bate me.
but perhaps they will learn to love m«
for baby's sake, he’s such a darling!"
By and by Dick came In with a
young hen turkey, all dresse.l for roast-

ing.

“You set the table. Dick." ordered
his wife, looking dlstractlngly pretty
with a dab of flour on her nose. “You
know how your mother used to have
everything. I’ll put the turkey right
into the oven.”
So Dick found one of bis mother's
snowy damask cloths and laid the oval
table In the dining room, where baby
sat In the sunny window.
All of the
tied.
old fashioned lavender sprigged china
In the comfortable white farmhouse
came forth, and here anil there Dick
his wife w-as watching for him at the
placed a glass dish of crimson or am
front window. Geraniums bloomed be- j tier
Jelly. In the renter of the table
hind tbe white curtains, and a fire
was a vase of orange tinted chrysan
glowed In the great square iron stove. themums from the front yard.
It was very warm and comfortable
“Dick. It looks lovely!” exrlalmed
and coxy there, but In the atmosphere
Hose as slip came Into room rolling
was
lacking.
something
down her sleeve*.
“And here they
Emma Hoops came over at sundown
come! Dick. I am so frightened after
and found the Chandlers eating supall!”
She was a small, fair woman. :
I>er.
Dick put 111* arm around her and
several yflnrs oiler than Dick Chanheld her close.
dler and with a very decided. Independ"Let us lx> patient." he urged. “They
ent manner.
cannot help loving yoq. dear."
"It's going to he colder, folks, sbe
For some reason—i>erhaps because
said breezily as she accelded a cupful
the house was lonely—Sarah Chandler
of tea and a cooky from Mrs. t'bun
remained at the barn until her husHer. “Can't I itersunde you to change
band had put up the horse.
As they
your minds and come and have dinner
crossed the yard toward the house a
with me tomorrow?"
few Pokes of snow fluttered down.
“We couldn't. Emma," protested Mrs.
'handler. "You know why." she addSa till Chandler clutched her hused significantly.
band's arm.
“Cat's foot:" sniffed Miss Hoops con1
"Asa." she gasped. "I'm afraid!
temptuously. "You can't revenge your- saw something that looked like a
self on the Lord by not observing bale 's hand at the window!"
Thanksgiving: You can't doit!"
"N nsense
Sarah!" protested Asa.
'Who Is trying to?" demanded Asa
supporting her wl»h his wiry arm. To
temly. “Y< ti're blasphemous, Emma
himself he was thinking that It would
It's a mockery for us to observe
have been better If he had tried to
Thanksgiving day and mother and I
persuade Sarah to forgive the l»ov in
ain't going to, so there!"
stead of upholding her in her resent
“You're a pair of obstinate old
r i> k's
"She's
ineut
of
marriage.
geese!" declared Emma angrily. “If breaking her heart o' er him." he nmr
out
to
enjoy
yourselves
setting
you're
mured as they went up on the porch.
being as miserable as you can. why,
Before Asa cou!d unlock the door it
I'm going to accept Cousin
go ahead:
swung inward, and Pick stood there—
with
eat
dinner
to
invitation
Anne's
their Isiv rick—with such an anxious
them! Goodby!" She Bounced out of
look in his brave «*• es ami behind Dick
where
the house and hurried home,
was a
very lieautifttl woman with
she scolded her cat. cried a little and
grave, brown eyes and a smile tremthen packed a basket of good things
bling on her lips, and in the woman's
to take with her.
arms was a baby!
Thanksgiving morning dawned gray
"Dick!" cried his mother and fell
and cold, with a streak in the north
into his arms.
that presaged snow.
Asa smiled at ilia non and held out a
“Going to church, mother?" asked
strong band to Rose and tbe baby.
Asa as he arose from the breakfast
“You are welcome." be said solemntable.
and so they all went into the dinly.
said
hl9
wife,
“Of course. Asa,"
room.
ing
whose eyes looked red with silent
Rose found her voice.
weeping.
“I hope you will forgive me. Mrs.
•‘It's kind of cold. You lietter dress
Chandler." she pleaded, "but I have
warm." he warned as he went out to
cooked n dinner, and I thought"—
harness a horse to the buggy.
“1 killed a turkey.” broke In Dick,
The church bells had hardly stopped
“and Rose is the next best cook in the
[lealing before a small red automobile world to mother, and she has roasted
road and turned
ran nimbly up the
it, and 1 guess dinner’s pretty near
Dick ( haninto the (.'handler yard.
ready, folks!
Perhaps mother will
dler got out and helped his pretty wife,
take care of little Asa while I help
a
bundle
in
who carried
big
wrapped
Rone put on tbe vegetables, and maybe
shawls.
father has some apples and nuts and
"Looks as though no one was home,”
cider in the cellar!"
muttered Dick as they went around to
Fifteen minutes later Rose and Dick
the side door.
pecp**d into the dining room.
Asa
There was no response to their rapChandler had forgotten all about the
ping, and Dick performed a trick of cider and apples and he was sitting on
his boyhood by entering the pantry
the sofa beside his wife, who held litwindow and coming through the house
tle Asa In her arms. The baby was
to oi>en the door.
crowing lustily as bis grandfather dan“Welcome, darling." he said cheerily gled a handsome gold watch before its
aa he kissed his wife.
"Father and
wondering eyes.
mother have gone to church, I think.
"Dick," cried Rose, with ahlning
Emma's
Let me see
telegram once eyes, "they have forgiven ua. They
tnore."
•re quite happy.
See!"
Rose placed her bundle carefully on
“We must thank Emma Hoops for
the sofa and took out a crumpled mesthis,” whispered Dick, and his wife
sage which had reached them the nodded sympathetically. 8be knew that
sight before in their city home. With Emma would lore the baby too. A
a smile Dick read the cbaracteriatic
baby can be a comfort to so many peo
command:
pie besides Its parents.
For heaven's puke come home and spend
the day with your folks. They say they
have nothing to be thankful for.
Prove
to them that they have!
COUSIN EMMA.

"She must be a dear thing," said
State over her husband's shoulder.
‘She hi,” said Dick with a queer, remorseful feeling that Emma Hoops
would have derided.
"Rose, dear. It
doesn't seem a bit like
Mother always made so many preparations for the day, and there Isn't a
thing In the pantry save a boiled dinner and a dried apple pie!”
"Perhaps they can't afford It Dick,”
said Bose soberly.
“Nonsense; they can!
Emma says
they hare nothing to be thankful for
and”—

Thanksgiving.

“There’s

wriggling.
Rose,
"My precious lambkin!” cried
and. rushing to the sofa, she removed
cloak
the ahawls and a white furry

At last the meal was ready.
"Come, daughter,” said Sarah Chandler as she kissed Rose and led her to
seat.

a

The two women watched the men as

they placed the baby In his high chair
and fussily pushed him close to bis
grandfather's Seat. They smiled ten-

derly

each other as If to say. “Wo
understand these, the men of
our household."
Asa Chandler stood beside his chair
and bowed his white bead.
at

women

“Forgive us. Lord, our rebellion,” ho
whispered, and aloud be added. “For
all these, our blessings, make us
truly
thankful, O Lord, and accept our humble gratitude upon this day of Thanks

giving r

THE ICEBERG

PERU*

How Vessels on the Atlantic
Art
Warned of Danger.
WORK OF THE PATROL

FLEET.

Cutters, Under
lntarnation»|
Compact, Scour tha loo Zona Each
Spring and Notify the World of Con.

These

ditions In the Infootod Aroo.

After the loaa of the giant
White
Star liner Titanic In April,
1912, hj
striking an lcelarg there was much
discussion In Europe and America
as

the possibility of adopting measures
to lessen the likelihood of auch disasAn ‘international
ters In future.
to

cou-

fereftce for the saving of life at sea."
which was held at I-ondon. resulted,
among other things. In an undertaking
by the principal marine powers of ^
world to maintain an Ice patrol on the
north Atlantic from February to June
in each year.
It waa agreed that this lee patrol
should be carried out by the United
States on behalf of the various countries represented, the cost to be borne
by them pro rata. Britain to pay 25
per cent of the total; Germany, France
and the United States 15 per ceut each
and Austria. Belgium. Canada. I >cn.
mark. Italy. Holland. Norway. Russia
and Sweden from 4 to 2 per cent each.
The American authorities Inaugurated this patrol service with the naval
scout crullers Birmingham ami Chester. bat later assigned the revenue (Utters Seneca and Miami to this duty,
which ships have since continued It
The Brst season St John's was eboaeu
for the work, but ultimately It wav
found more convenient to utilize Hall
fax. Nova Scotia, because the area pa
trolled was south of St. John's and
extended farther south ss the season
advanced and the armadas of Icebergs
became more numerous.
Each cutter patrols the Ire region
for Ilfteen days. It la a three day run
from Halifax to the Ice xone. with a
return voyage of about the same dura
The ships arrange their movetlon.
ments by wireless communication. s>
that the service Is absolutely continuous
Dally bulletins of the floes and
l>erg« seen a ml of the trend of the fog
Infested arena are furnished by wireless to the hydrographic offices In the
capitals of the countries contributing
this service, and
to the upkeep of
wsrulugs are alao sent by wireless
telegraph to all steamers plying In the
lerg strewn sections.
Hat h season the patrol ships are aiu
Ing to the stock of knowledge regarding the ice area, and the results of
their investigations are published In
the official records; but, as is too often
the case, the world gets to know very
little of them.
Among some of the
conclusions reached is that under ordl
nary conditions It is possible to see an
I el>erg twelve to flfieen miles from the
Shibridge, about an extra mile fr .u
the crow's nest, and still another nil*
a -1.
fmr the ifgnal yard »*n the f t
I
ciptHially clear we tl.- r i ->
I<* seeu from eighteen to twenty
m:
1
s
u
but on a cloudy dny. with

vb'bUifc. a deduction of about two
mill must be made. With th search:'Z
light it is possible to see i.n l
v■**■nUabout two miles on a dm
II i ..t i.n ! a!Mil? three miles v.: u th
ir.omi sets.
An* tiler weighty fact for m iriners U
that it i* possible for lookouts <n wr
large ships: jo be higher thin the top
of a small t>erg. so that on a dark
night these observers would have an
unbroken view of the horizon over the
top of a “growler.” or low lying l**rg.
half a mile or a mile away, and thus
easily miss seeing the obstruction until
too

late to avoid It

theory exploded by the b e patrol
ships is that the proximity of b e i*
marked by a notable lowering of air
temperature.
Experiment* covering
*
three years have proved that such
A

the case and that, as a rule, there
Is little or no change In the temperature of the nir near an iceberg. Ivpial
lv fallacious is the ide* that the pr^*
dice of a 1-erg is denoted by a lowering of the temperature of the water.
As a matter of fact, the very contrary
Is tlie case.
Other theories, as that echoes Indicate the presence of bergs, that l«e discloses itself through w hat Is km ""
as the "Ice blink" and that submarine
"ears" on ships will reveal the nearIts peculiar motion
ness of lee by
through the waves, have been proved
equally unfounded. In truth, the testimony of the commanders of these pa
to
trol ships is that the only safe nay
navigate regions of Icebergs is to stop
during thick weather and to run very

not

on dark nights.
with
The outstanding fact, therefore,
regard to this ice patrol service Is that
It la markedly effective In lessening
traversing the Ire
he

slowly

danger to ship*
send*
by the warnings which It
out from day to day, which enable
bert
passing vessels to give a wide
■one

But the pron
to these obstructions.
lem of detecting lee In the Immediate
been
vicinity of a steamer haa not yet
satisfactorily solved—P. T. McGrath
In American Review of Reviews.

A Brush For the Laundry.
can
A gnat deal of wear on clothes
bw
be sared by tbe use of a small
brash. Instead of robbing tbe r'°
«I»
on the washboard, lay tbe soiled
•*'
on tbe board, mb well with soap
b
scrub with the brash. This method
tn
w on tbo bands as well »• 00
clothes.
___

be sa«.
That which is unsold may
unsaid
be
cannot
said
is
which
that
Danish Proverb.

